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u DIE QUACKSALBER VON QUEDLINBURG

SOOTHSAYERS, RATS AND RUBIES

DIE QUACKSALBER VON QUEDLINBURG
AN ALCHEMIST’S CAN’T STOP

At first sight, the title of the game did not
appeal to me. “Quacksalber“ or Quack, a
term originating in the 16th century - today you would rather call him a charlatan
- connotates, at least for me, something
negative, and the town of Quedlinburg
was also totally unknown to me - probably I did not pay enough attention in geography lessons. On the other hand, the
publisher Schmidt Spiele is very familiar
to me. The company is indelibly linked to
“Mensch ärgere Dich nicht”, back from the
times that did not see more than a thousand games published per year. But the
company also scored hits with titles like
“Kniffel” or “Talisman” etc., until it was taken over by the Blatz Gruppe, who kept the
brand name alive and publishes games
under that logo up to today.
Designer Wolfgang Warsch is the new
shooting star of the board game community. To end up with three games - The
Mind and Ganz schön clever in addition
to Quacksalber - in the nomination lists
for Spiel des Jahres und Kennerspiel des
Jahres, winning both Kennerspiel des
Jahres and also Spiele Hit With Friends in
Austria with Quacksalber, is probably a
record achievement. His very first games,
“Dream Team” at Zoch and “Schattenmeister” at Piatnik did not appear on my radar.
Okay, “The Mind”, in my opinion, is rather
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strange and not necessarily award-worthy,
and I am not alone with this opinion. But
the minds of the jury are unfathomable.
But this should not be the topic here. Following Andreas Pelikan and Alexander
Pfister, we can again celebrate an Austrian
designer winning Kennerspiel des Jahres!
A few words on the town of Quedlinburg,
before I take a look at the game itself.
Quedlinburg - first named in a document
in 922 - is World Heritage Site for 25 years
and is situated south of Magdeburg in
Sachsen-Anhalt and the northern foot
hills of the Harz. In the Harz you can also
find „Brocken“ or „Blocksberg“, where it
is believed that witches assemble there
at Beltane / Walpurgisnacht. And this is
the only - albeit rather tenuous - connection to the Quacks of the game. The town,
that was Königspfalz from the 10th to the
12th century was probably used for purely
rhyme purposes.
Aim of the game is to create a potion over
nine rounds containing the maximum
possible number of ingredients. The individual ingredients have varying effects.
Here is a description of how the game
works:
Let’s begin at the start. Every player receives a board representing a cauldron

showing a spiral track for later ingredient
placement and which also shows markings for victory points and bonuses in
the guise of rubies. The more advanced
the ingredients are on the spiral track,
the higher the yield of victory points. The
board also lists your starting ingredients
- seven white chips of values 1 to 4 and
one orange and green chip 1, which you
place into your personal bag. Your board
also shows a slot for a bottle tile, a bag
image for your first ruby and a rat piece (I
would have liked a real rat pawn for this
very much! You use a drop-shaped marker
to mark the starting point for your ingredients in the middle of the cauldron. This
completes the individual player boards.
What else is there? More than 200 chips
of values 1 to 4 wait to be put into the
cauldron. There are, among others, crow
skulls, mandrakes, spiders, etc., fitting the
game topic and providing a bit of alchemist atmosphere. White chips have the
majority with more than a hundred of
them. Then there are ingredient books of
several colors which state the prices of the
respective ingredient colors as well as the
possible bonuses in case of correct placement. Those books are very decorative
and remind me of the books in “Valdora”, a
game by Michael Schacht at Abacusspiele
in 2009. They provide the variety, as they
represent four different sets and therefore
provide a lot of different ways to play. 24
fortune teller cards for nine rounds also
guarantee satisfactory variation.
Finally, we arrive at the general board with
the victory points track and the game
rounds marker, again the double-sidedness of this board provides variation. A

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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little flame piece marks the current round
- funnily enough above the cauldron images; I had always thought that cauldrons
are heated from below. But perhaps I am
too niggling here. Furthermore, the board
provides the scoring information for each
round. That’s it for preparation and set-up.
Now to the flow of the game: First, a fortune teller card is revealed, which pertains
to all players. Purple cards are resolved
immediately, blue ones at the end of the
round. Then, every player draws chips
from their bags. It is strongly recommended to do this together and simultaneously
to exclude any advantage for a player,
gained by hesitating and checking other
players’ draws. At the start, an orange and
a black book are displayed, plus the books
determined by the chosen set. Purple and
yellow books are only opened during the
game in rounds Two and Three. The chips
you draw are placed at a distance from the
starting drop equal to their value. This can
result in empty slots in-between ingredient chips on the spiral track. The number
of chips that you can place per round
is determined by the number values of
white chips that you draw. If the total
value of white chips drawn exceeds 7, you
cauldron “explodes”, resulting in restricted
scoring for the round. When all are done
with drawing, the player furthest ahead
on the cauldron spiral is rewarded with a
roll of a bonus die. This can result in victory points, a free chip or a ruby or an advancing of the starting drop. This advancing means that you will begin the fill the
cauldron one case ahead in future rounds,
which of course strengthen the desire to
take a risk in drawing additional chips.
Then the scoring is done, which is exemplarily depicted on the victory points

track. You score the
position in front of the
ingredient chip furthest
along the spiral track.
The position shows the
number of victory points
and, if so indicated, a
ruby that you might
garner. Another number
indicates at what price
you can buy chips in this
round. The prices are, as
already mentioned, to
be found in the books. Shopping for chips
is, however, limited to two chips. Surplus
money is forfeit. Players whose cauldron
did explode, are excluded from rolling the
bonus die and must, furthermore, decide
between shopping for chips or scoring
victory points. Finally, all chips in the cauldron and all those acquired by shopping
are placed in your bag for the next round.
Then, if you want to, you can make use
of rubies that you might have acquired.
You can, for two rubies, advance the drop
marker by one step or to turn the bottle,
that I mentioned at the beginning, back
over and fill it again. What does the bottle
do? It allows you to throw a white chip
that you drew back into the bag, albeit
only if this is not the chip that would make
your cauldron explode.
Rudolf Ammer
Newcomer Wolfgang Warsch has created a remarkable game which lets us look forward to future
highlight designs.
Now, the Hour of the Rats has come. The
victory points shows rats. To avoid too
fast an advance of the player in the lead,
Warsch came up with this rule: The number of rat tails between the position of
the leading player on the track and those
of the other players are counted and you
advance your own rat piece by the difference value ahead of your own drop
marker. This lets you begin further ahead
in filling the cauldron in the next round
and therefore maybe do better.
The winner of the game is whoever is furthest ahead on the victory point track; at
the end of the game two rubies and five
shopping points are worth one victory
point.

REVIEW

My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

In this issue June/July 2018 we can
now present nearly all the main
award winners of this year - all award
winners in the Austrian Games Award
Spiel der Spiele and Spiele Hits can
be found in this issue; the Game of
the Year Azul was already presented in issue 517; the Kennerspiel
of 2018 is reviewed in this edition.
Look forward for interesting, thrilling
and challenging games from all the
award winners, and also take a look
sometimes at the games listed in
various recommendation lists. One
award is still to come, Deutscher
Spielepreis, more on this in our next
issue. Therefore, please download
WIN and enjoy reading it!
Current issues of WIN can be found at
http://www.gamesjournal.at
and our Games Companion Game by
Game at
http:// www.gamescompanion.at
þ
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The back side of the victory point track
shows test tubes offering various bonuses.
Here you can decide to use the respective
next bonus in the test tube instead of advancing your starting drop.
Wolfgang Warsch has admirably managed to tie the Can’t Stop temptation into
the bag building mechanism, while at the
same time, the drawing of chips introduces an unpredictable element of chance,
unless you are able to memorize the value
and number of the chips in your bag. But
even then, despite a statistic probability,
chance can interfere. The game convinces
by its variability based on the sets and the
fortune teller cards. The rules are perfect
and leave nothing to desire. I, however,
would not class it as a game for experts,
which is not meant derogatory at all, as every family with gaming experience should
be able to cope with it; the age notation of
ten years is totally in accord with the level
of difficulty. I am sure that the Quacks will
acquire quite a number of followers! þ
Rudolf Ammer

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2017
www.schmidtspiele.de

2-4
AGE:

10+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Bag building, collecting
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es nl
In-game text: yes

DAILY LIFE OF A MISSISSIPPI FARMER

RIVERBOAT

PLANT, HARVEST AND SELL ARABLE CROPS
Michael Kiesling has now been entertaining the games community since more
than 20 years. That his games are appreciated was also demonstrated in this year’s
nomination of Azul for Spiel des Jahres
2018, and winning this prestigious award
it in July. Riverboat, however, would not
be a suitable candidate for that award, it
is far too complex for it. Judging by the
name of the game alone one might suspect that the topic is mainly about ships,
it could even be a racing game. But this is
not the case, boats have a significant role
in the game, the main focus, however is
on arable crops, from sowing and planting to harvesting and selling!
Riverboat is a very straight-lined game.
The aim of the game and the path towards that goal are easily understood.
At the core of the action are the arable
crops. To enable their planting, you first
and foremost need workers that are send
into the fields. Then the crops are growing
and developing and are then harvested
by the same workers and loaded onto
boats, which action immediately yields
revenue. And this more or less explains
the game; but this linear flow of the game
is enriched by several option to accrue additional victory points. This results in an alluring combination of a simply flow with
the interlocking mechanisms for the scoring of victory points.
In a game of Riverboat, you play exactly

four rounds which all are played in the
same way. Each of the rounds comprises
five phases that are resolved, always in the
same order, but with their individual starting player. There is one phase card for each
phase. At the start of the round, beginning
with the starting player of the round, each
player takes one of those phase cards. Inevitably, at the end of this phase, at least
one player ends up with two phase cards,
while others will only have one. Whoever
owns the phase card of a phase is the
starting player of this phase. Furthermore,
each phase cards offers an individual
unique bonus for the owner of the card.
Therefore, when selecting the phase card,
you need to weigh being starting player
for the phase carefully against a desirable
bonus, because usually both advantages
are not on the same phase card.
When all phase cards are distributed, all
players play one individual phase, then
the next one, etc. The first phase, Cultivation, is dedicated to the workers. You
have 13 workers in stock at the start of
the game. From this stock, you must now
place up to eight workers on your player
board, unless you have less than eight in
total. The board is designed to represent
an area divided into hexes, the field cases.
This area is divided into five planting areas of different colors; for all players, the
shapes of those planting areas are identical, but the color arrangement is not!
Those colors have influence on the place-

Comments:
Kennerspiel des Jahres 2018 * Homogenous
mix of bag building and can’t stop * Many
variants * Attractive components
Compares to:
Bag building games in general

My rating:

Other editions:
999 Games (nl), North Star Games (en), Devir (es)
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)

ment options for workers, because in
every turn of this phase, you draw eight
Cultivation cards; each area card defines
the color of the planting area where you
must place a worker on a field.

All players, one after the other, place their
workers; the starting player is allowed to
place an additional ninth worker, as he receives an additional worker from the central board as his bonus for the phase card.
He can place him anywhere he wants, albeit before the area cards are drawn.

Crop tiles can have a size of one, two or
three hex cases; cases of sizes two and
three give you additional victory points
immediately. On each hex case of a crop
tile, there is the image of one of five different crops, usually different ones on the
bigger tiles. Of course, you can only place
a bigger crop tile, if all hexes that would
be covered by the tile can be filled with a
worker. This, in turn, is of course only possible if you managed to place workers accordingly in the previous phase.
The central display is, however, restricted
and is usually only replenished at the start
of the round. There is a selection of exactly
four tiles of three hexes, four tiles of two
hexes and ten tiles of one hex size. If nothing suitable is available, an option might
be to pay money to select a tile from general stock; this action option is in general
much favored in the last round.

Those workers now till the field on which
they stand, so that arable crops will grow
on the fields.
The type pf crop that will grow on a fields
is determined in Phase Two, Planting. In
this phase, players in turn take a crop tile
from the central display and put it underneath one of his still free workers on the
player board. This phase continues, until
there is a crop tale under every worker on
every player board.

In Phase Three, Harvesting and Shipping,
you can know deliver arable crops to
the river boats. Every player can do this
twice, and even three times in the last
round. River boats are available on the
central board in nine different versions,
albeit only one boat of each version. This
scarcity can be avoided, again by paying
money to be able to buy a boat from general stock instead of taking one for free
from the board.

As in most games, there is money, too, in
Riverboat. Money, however, is not used
for buying things in this game, but you
spend it to be allowed to bend or ignore
the rules. In this Phase One, you can pay to
be allowed to ignore the color of the current area card.

Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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The active player now takes a river boat, a
free one or a paid one, and places it on the
top edge of his player board at the indentions intended for the boats. To be able
to take a boat, you must be able to put a
full load on it. Every boat has its individual
load capacity, ranging from One to Seven.
This means for a player, that he must remove the necessary number of workers
from his crop tiles, and from only one type
of crop. At that point, you can win an extra
bonus if you were able to harvest a total
of minimum nine pieces of a type of crop
from your player board.
Bernhard Czermak
Riverboat shines due to a simple game flow offering
several options to acquire victory points. During the
game you act relatively independently, but if you
ignore actions of other players, you will face the
consequences in the final scoring.
To load up river boats has, on the one
hand, the advantage that you take back
workers from your fields, and on the other
hand, each type of boat offers two units of
income that every player receives instantly. The income can be money or victory
points or, also very important, steps of the
harbor master.
Every player has a harbor master on his
board who walks along the loaded river
boats. Only if the harbor master has
reached or passed a boat on his way along
the harbor you will score victory points
with the boat at the end of the game.
Further possible income options from a
river boat are Barns and Wells. Barns and
Wells are solely used to generate victory
points and must be placed on the player
board immediately. Finally, there is income to be had in the guise of receiving
a Surveyor or to use a worker as an Agent.
Surveyors are special pawns and are used
in the last Phase to accrue victory points;
Agents are workers of a player who he
sends permanently to the central board
from his own stock, also exclusively for
victory points only. Which, also has the
unpleasant consequence that your stock
of workers keeps on shrinking.
When all deliveries to boats are completed, Phase Four, the Opportunity Phase,
begins. On the central board, there are
four cards Opportunity on display which
are exclusively used to generate victory
points, in relation to the meeting of conditions on the card. In Phase Four, you only
take them, they are scored in Phase Five.
You should not neglect or despise the fact
that each of those cards also yields an instant bones, depending on the position
on the board. When you take a card, you
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need to consider both aspects - which
bonus do I wand and which card gives
me what number of victory points. For
the last player in turn order there is a very
limited choice, in case of four players he
might be left, in the worst case, with one
card. At that point, too, every player can
spend many and can choose a card from
the draw pile instead of from the board; in
this case, of course, there is no bonus from
the board.
After this short phase comes the last and
fifth phase of the round, Scoring. Beginning with the starting player, every player
in turn can place two surveyors - three in
the last round - to score a Barn, a Well or
an Opportunity and immediately score
the points for this. Furthermore, each
Agent placed so far, and each Surveyor
yields one victory point, too.
When the fourth such round has been
played, Riverboat ends with a final scoring. Now the Harbor Master, the Agents
and the areas are scored. The Harbor Master yields victory points equal to the total
of the capacities of all your river boats that
he has passed, albeit only if he did move
the furthest - compared to the Harbor
Masters of all other players. If not, he only
gives you half of those points.
There is also a majority scoring for the
Agents. If you did send most workers as
Agents to the central board, you receive
20 victory points, and ten and five points
are awarded for second- and third-most,
respectively.
Finally, players receive points for areas on
their personal board that have been completely covered. Each of those areas yields
seven victory points. If you happen to still
have some money or unscored Estate features - Wells, Barns or Surveyor - you score
a few additional victory points.
Riverboat is a game of medium complexity, featuring interesting mechanisms that
provide a varied game, for instance via
the phase cards which players can use to
decide in which phase they want to be
starting player. Of course, phase cards for
phases in which turn order is important,
are preferred in this selection process
which of course means that not all phase
cards are equally interesting; and yet, in
each round there is the thrilling question
- will I get my intended phase card or will
somebody else grab it.

card. The result of that phase has, however, tactical and strategic consequences:
Tactical, because the taking of big Crop
tiles can restrict your options, strategic as
you should try to fill areas completely. Furthermore, the arrangement of the crops
on the player board is important for the
placement of Barns and Wells.
The mix between solitary play and interaction of players has been well implemented. While players fill their player
boards independently of each other, you
will often find that the necessary crop varieties have been snapped up before you
could get at them. You should never ever
ignore the progress of other players with
the travels of the Harbor Master and their
Surveyors. Those features can yield many
points in the final scoring.
From my experience, I recommend a
game of three players as the best; in case
of four players, the last one often has
only the choice of opening his purse if he
wants to have a choice in his action, especially in case of Opportunities. þ
Bernhard Czermak

INFORMATION
Designer: Michael Kiesling
Artist: Klemens Franz
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2017
www.lookout-spiele.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

10+
TIME:

90+

EVALUATION
Economy, Worker placement
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es
In-game text: no
Comments:
Entertaining game * Simple rules * Many
options for victory points
Compares to:
LA Granja for topic, worker placement
games
Other editions:
SD Games (es)

As regards to the Cultivation cards you
might easily be out of luck, this is a feature
over which you have little or no control,
unless you have enough money to be
able to ignore the color of the Cultivation

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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LIFE OF NATIVES DURING THE FRENCH-INDIAN WAR OF 1754

WENDAKE

A WORKER PLACEMENT GAME WITH SOME DIFFERENCES
It was the year 1754 and the French colonists in the North America succeeded in ally
with the local natives against the British, to
try to take full control of the area that today
includes the territories from East Canada to
Louisiana. But the British reacted quickly
sending regular troops; thus, the FrenchIndian War started and was carried on until the French lost it and a peace treaty was
signed in Paris in 1763. This was also the first
know bacteriological conflict as the British
gave to the natives a lot of blankets infected
with smallpox that caused more death than
the battles.
But in the meantime, how was life in the natives’ camps? Wendake try to give an answer
to that question and bring us inside the Hurons territory around 1754.
The game was financed through Kickstarter and therefore its components are
particularly well done and of good quality.
The main board is made with FOUR smaller
boards, that are selected in dependence of
the number of players and assembled together. Player boards are using two layers
of carton glued together; the top one has
gaps to create the place for the “action tiles”,
the reserve units and the action markers.

17 advanced tiles of level 1 and 17 of level
2); rectangular “progress tiles”; special “turtle
tiles”; a deck od “mask cards”; etc.

The rules are also very clear with many pictures and examples: even if the game is not
very easy, after playing it once or twice everything will be clear.

REVIEW

6 advanced tiles (all the others remains on
the table in two stacks, ready to refill the reserve), adding the mask cards and turning
on the first one, etc.
Each player randomly selects a tribe card
and becomes its Great Chief (each card
has a special bonus for that tribe): then he
places one canoe on a lake and five warriors
on his camp, together with five hunters and
five squaws (represented by small square
tiles). The main board now should appear
like in Picture 2.

Finally, randomly place the 9 initial action tiles in three rows inside the personal
boards: the central tile must be the “sacred
fire”. On the left of the personal board there
are 4 “holes” where the action markers are
stored at the beginning of each turn, while
on the right there is the picture of a large
wooden hut where everything else is taken
in reserve (two warriors, two hunters, two
squaws and four canoes).
Your board should now appear as in Picture
3.
On his turn each player has two possibilities:
(1) select the next turn order position with
one of his action markers; or (2) select an action tile with one of his remaining markers
and perform it.

All the other components are “classic” for
this kind of games: a set of coloured wooden markers in player colours as warriors and
canoes, another set for resources (beans,
corn, pumpkins, fishes and skins); square
“action tiles” (9 in the colours of the player,

www.gamesjournal.at

Set-up is a little longer that in other games
as you have to prepare the board, adding
the four stripes for the Victory Points (VP),
the “turtle tiles” properly divided in 9 stacks,
three rows of “progress tiles” (all must be
visible to the players), a face up reserve of

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

Each tile has one or more icons (separated
by a coloured bar) and each icon shows
the action to perform. Looking at Picture 3,
from top left to bottom right, we have: (a) all
captured beavers are transformed in skins
AND 1 warrior may move one area (this is
what the foot print means); (b) each hunter
in a hunting area gives you one beaver AND
one warrior may move; (c) you may move
one warrior up to 3 areas or 3 warriors one
area or another combination for a total of
3 moves; (d) place a new canoe on a lake;
(e) with the “Sacred Fire” you place a marker
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your warriors and you mark the same number of “Military VP” on the related track.
When a ”Mask” action is selected the player
should take one Mask card from the deck
(or the last one on the discarded pile): than
he may play one of the combinations printed on the board (a couple, double couple,
tris, poker, etc.) in order to gain one to five
VP on the related track.
Finally, if you make a “Commerce” action
you may select between:

here but you may perform any one action
still available; (f) commercial action (we will
examine it in detail later); (g) each squaw in
a field produce 1 vegetable (pumpkin); (h)
you make a Mask action (again we will see it
later); (i) each canoe on the lakes gives you 1
fish AND you may perform a military action.
Note that the first action marker may be
placed anywhere in the 3x3 grid, but the
other two must be placed in line with the
first to form an alignment of three, horizontally, vertically or diagonally (as it happens
in a TRIS game).

flict arise. To eliminate sentries, the invader
needs an identic number of warriors: both
types of units are sent back to their tribes
“wounded”, so they must be placed in the
long hut, waiting to be cured. Then if the
invader still has warriors, he may attack the
productive cases: if these are occupied by
“explorers” the procedure is the same and
both units are sent back home wounded:
but if there are only Squaws and/or Hunters
they are sent back without fighting and the
player decides if his warriors become sentries or explorers, as before.

In Wendake it is very important to have the
opportunity to move one or more warriors
at the right moment, therefore when you
acquire a new tile try to get one that gives
you ALSO a movement action, if possible.
Initially the different tribes may live without
pressure if they found an agreement and if
they peacefully share some territories, but
as the game progresses you need more resources (to purchase Progress tiles) and you
need to control more areas (to get turtle
tiles).
Therefore, you will need to use your warriors as often as possible and this is possible
only if you have “move” actions: when one
of your Indians arrive in an area he may be
declared a “sentry” (to protect your hunters
and squaws already in that area) and therefore it will remain “standing” in that place.
Alternatively, and if you need more resources, he will be placed as an “explorer” (“lying
“in the case that you want to acquire): at the
end of your turn you will decide if the explorer will come back home and a Hunter
(or a Squaw) will take his place. This is the
only way to place new production cases under your control.
If some warriors enter an area already
populated by units of an opponent a con-

8
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When you decide to select a “Military action” you will gain turtle tiles: this kind of
action simulates a possible battle of the
war, not a local conflict, and therefore you
have to verify how consistent this may be.
In game terms you simply count how many
units you already have in play: with 3-4-5
Squaws, 3-4-5 Hunters and 3-4-5 canoes
you may get turtle tiles. Each of them, on
the back, has a bonus that allows 1-2 markers to advance in the VP stripes at the end
of the game: so only the owner knows what
he has in reserve and he may act accordingly. At the end of this action you also check
how many different areas you control with

- Make an exchange: you may discard
“X” resources (where X is the number
of canoes that you already have on the
board) and get the same number of different ones. But after this operation you
must take a risk, discovering the first
Mask card of the deck and losing one
unit (Warrior, Hunter or Squaw, at your
choice) if the smallpox symbol appears
on that card.
- Purchase a Progress Tile: you pay the requested number and type of resources
and you get a tile that will give you a bonus and a certain number of VP on the
related track
- Purchase VP: you pay from 1 to 5 different resources and you get the same
number of VP on the economic track
When the Action phase
is finished there is an “administrative” phase. You
push down the tiles of
your personal board until
the lower row is expulsed
and you have one empty
row on top. In turn order
the players may select
one of the available Action tiles in the reserve
and discard one of the
three expulsed tiles. Then
these 3 tiles are mixed
and randomly placed on
the empty row on top of
the personal board. (A
home rules that we used in our play test will
allow you to decide how to place the 3 tiles
instead of going randomly).
All used tiles are turned on the back side
that shows the “ritual” face. If you use one
of these “rituals” in the following turns you
may cure TWO of your units (bringing them
back in your camp) and also gain a certain
number of VP on the “Ritual” track.
The game ends after the seventh year
(turn): the players reveal all their turtle tiles
and move their markers accordingly on the
VP stripes: for each couple of tracks you take

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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REVIEW

WENDRAKE t

Pietro Cremona
An interesting game on a new subject: life in
American native tribes. It is also the first time
that the classic mechanism of the TRIS has been
selected to decide the actions of a turn. Not an easy
game, Wendake demands concentration and good
programming.
I must confess that after the first game we
looked each other and wondered how it
was possible to have performed so badly
after two hours of play: in effect you should
be prepared that the first game must be
used ONLY to learn the rules and to understand what to do on the field. On the following games you may start competitive play
and, believe me, there is a lot to do. To help
the readers new to this game let me try to
fix a few points:
(1) – As you have to consider the lower
value on each couple of tracks to calculate the final points, you should always
play trying to keep them on an even
level. This seems a “stupid” suggestion,
but during the game is not so easy to
follow a programmed path, because
sometimes new opportunities arise,
and you are happy to profit, but then
you discover that one of your markers
is really very far back on his track and
you will not be able to win.
(2) – To advance on the MILITARY track
you should have the majority on as
many territories as possible but remember to attack only when you are
certain that the opponent will not be
able to retaliate immediately. Once
you marked your points you even do
not have to care anymore to lose one
or more areas. So, do not waste time to
defend them
(3) – To advance on the ECONOMY track
you need to make Commerce actions
and, possibly, have the most different
resources to spend (in order to advance of 1 to 5 cases)
(4) – To advance on the RITUAL track you
should prepare the action in time, trying to place an even number of warriors, squaws and hunters in your village as you will gain VP based on the
lower total of the three. This move is
strongly suggested in the first turns,
when you still have a lot of units in
your camp: then you may forget it for
a while.
(5) – To advance on the MASK track you
have to accumulate Mask cards: they
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are never discarded after the use, but
you cannot use them twice per turn.
After a few turns you will have enough
cards in your hand to claim for the best
combinations (and the connected
higher number of VP).

FLAGS that may be acquired selecting specific Progress tiles: one is French and the
other is British. On the board there are a few
territories with one of those flags printed
on: if you own a flag and you fight in an
area with that flag you gain one attack or

Never forget the TURTLE tiles: on their back
there are bonuses to advance in one or two
of the VP tracks. You may collect up to 9
of them in a game and usually the players
that do it have the better opportunities to
win the game because they know which
bonuses they may use at the end and they
may select different actions to push the
other tracks. This also means that when
the game arrives in the last two turns the
players should constantly check their turtle
bonuses and select actions that will rise the
markers in their lower VP tracks.

defence point (as if you had an extra Sentry
there).

Finally, there are the PROGRESS tiles: as we
have already written they are taken with the
commerce action, but you do not have to
collect them … casually or because their
bonus seems interesting. Instead look carefully at the top icons as they will tell you in
which TWO tracks you will gain VP: one is
always the commerce track, of course, but
the second one is different from tile to tile
and you may carefully select the best for
your strategy.
Now you probably understand that WENDAKE is not a game for everybody, because
there are always many choices to select:
deciding which action you want to perform
on your personal board is not a question of
just placing a marker on a tile because you
must always have a “goal” and therefore
you have to evaluate which will be the best
combination of tiles. This of course may be
a problem for players that do not like to
spend much time in thinking and prefer
instead easier games: Wendake is not their
game.
You may have a final question: which is the
role of France and Great Britain?
In effect the French/Indian War is not treated at all on the game, but there are TWO

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

WENDAKE may also be played “solo” against
a “ghost” player and with different levels of
difficulty. Your opponent will use the mask
cards to make his actions. Please note that
this “ghost” is quite good, and it is difficult
to beat also at the second “intermediate”
level. þ
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION
Designer: Danilo Sabia
Artist: Alan D’Amico
Price: ca. 55 Euro
Publisher: Placentia Games
www.placentiagames.it/en

PLAYERS:

1–4
AGE:

14+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
Set collecting, history, worker placement
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it cn
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Planning ahead is necessary * Playing time
is a little longer than average * Good interaction among players * Good rules with a lot
of examples
Compares to:
Action selection, worker placement
Other editions:
Enjoy Games (cn), Placentia/Renegade (en), Placentia/Post Scriptum (de en fr it, deluxe)

My rating:

in consideration the LOWER total. Then everybody adds together the two numbers
and the higher total wins the game and will
surely became the new Grand Chef
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ÖSTERREICHISCHER SPIELEPREIS 2018
Istanbul Das Würfelspiel

Competition among merchants; you collect
rubies and goods and money with your
assistants. Rubies are acquired with money
and goods. Dice are assistants, they can
provide bazar cards, money and four types
of goods. You take income for mosque
tiles, roll five dice and can use the results
for two actions - always with dice or goods
tiles to acquire other tiles, bazar cards,
money or rubies or mosque tiles. Mosque
tiles also provide additional dice and other
advantages, five mosques provide a ruby. If
someone has five or six rubies, you win at
the end of the round with most rubies.
Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+, by
Rüdiger Dorn, art by Andreas Resch and
Chris Conrad, at Pegasus Spiele 2017,
ca. 40 min

Schlaraffen Affen

Speed Colors

Tief im Riff

Azul

Salamamba

Woodlands

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+,
by Amanda Birkinshaw and Jim Harrison, art
by Eva Künzel, at Schmidt Spiele 2018,
ca. 15 min

Abstract set collecting game for 2-4 players,
ages 8+, by Michael Kiesling, art by Chris
Quilliams, at Next Move 2018 / Plan B Games
2017, ca. 30-45 min

Coloring game for 2-5 players, ages 5+, by
Erwan Morin, art by Robin Rossigneux, at
Game Factory 2017, ca. 15 min

Cooperative magical race for 1-5 players,
ages 7+, by Anna Oppolzer, art by atelier 198
and Andreas Resch, at Piatnik 2018,
ca. 30 min

Cooperative roll & move game for 2-6
players, ages 5+, by Alex Randolph, art by
Doris Matthäus, at Amigo Spiele 2017,
ca. 20 min

Path laying game for 2-4 players, ages 10+,
by Daniel Fehr, art by Felix Mertikat and
Fiore GmbH, at Ravensburger 2018,
ca. 40 min

5 Minute Dungeon

Bunny Kingdom

Drafting and development game for 2-4
players, ages 12+, by Richard Garfield, art by
Paul Mafayon, at Iello 2017, ca. 45 min

Collecting game with a risk/stop feature for
2-4 players, ages 10+, by Wolfgang Warsch,
art by Dennis Lohausen, at Schmidt Spiele
2018, ca. 45 min

Gaia Project

Heaven & Ale

Pulsar 2849

Our 4 target groups
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Real-time adventure for 2-5 players, ages
8+, by Reid Connor, art by Alex Diochon, at
Kosmos 2017, 5 min pro Dungeon

Development game for 1-4 players,
ages 14+, by Helge Ostertag and Jens
Drögemüller, art by Dennis Lohausen, at
Feuerland Spiele 2017, ca. 150 min

Positioning and development game for 2-4
players, ages 12+, by Andreas Schmidt and
Michael Kiesling, art by Fiore GmbH, at
Plan B Games / eggertspiele 2017, ca. 90 min

For Families: Parents and children play on equal
footing, all have the same chances to win.
With Friends: Yound adults and adults play on
equal footing, all players are older than 12 years.
For Experts: Games with complex rules, a high
accessability threshold and lots of interesting
games play, especially suitable for experienced
players.

Interaction

Social Board Game with App for 2 or more
players, ages 8+, by Manfred Lamplmair and
Reinhard Kern, art by Team rudy games, at
rudy games 2017, ca. 45-60 min

Please be aware that boundaries between groups
are blurred. Children who play often and gladly can
be ahead of their age group when playing. „For
Families“ is not equal to the classic „Family Game“!
Your taste and fun while playing decides what is a
game for you. When choosing the right game for
you, we always recommend to play the game!

Die Quacksalber von Quedlinburg

SciFi development game using dice, for
2-4 players, ages 14+, by Vladímír Suchý, art
by Sören Meding, at Czech Games Edition
2018, ca. 60-100 min

© Bilder:

Henk Rolleman
Klemens Franz atelier 198
Andreas Resch
Bernhard Czermak

Wiener Spiele Akademie

PRESENTATION

u 13 MINUTEN / ADIÓS CALAVERA!

13 MINUTEN
CUBAN MISSILE CRISIS 1961

Embodying either President
John F. Kennedy or Nikita
Khrushchev, you have a total of
13 minutes to resolve the Cuban
Missile Crisis without triggering
a nuclear war and thus losing
the game.
The game comprises 13 cards
- five with an US Flag, five with
a USSR flag and three with UN
flag. Cards are shuffled, you are
dealt two cards, the rest is face-

down draw pile. The top card of
the pile is set down - unchecked
- as disputed region Cuba in the
middle of the table; to its right
and left are the power areas of
the respective player.
The active player plays a card
in his own or the neutral area;
it becomes a disputed region
where you try to place influence
markers to achieve a majority. The card you played can be

ADIÓS CALAVERA!

LIVING VS. DEAD

Dios de los Muertos, Day of
sumptuous parties for the dead
- in this game the occasion for a
wager between the Living and
the Dead - whoever manages
it back to their own realm holds
sway over the others until the
next Day of the Dead.
One has eight discs of one’s faction, with a flower side for the
normal ability and a character
side for the special ability. You

12

select four of your eight discs for
their normal ability and four for
their special one and put them
on the starting slots. Normal
ability is the same for all discs:
A disc has as many movement
points as there are other pieces
- your own and opposing ones
- in the same row at 90 degrees
to the main direction of movement, including the disc you
want to move. The discs move
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used for an event - only if is one
with your own or the UN flag or as an order. For an event, you
resolve the text of the card; for
an order you place influence
marker in a disputed region.
If you place influence marker,
you move the disputed region
by own area towards yourself,
unless it is already in your own
power area.
When both players are down to
one card in hand, the prestige
scoring is done for controlled
regions, more controlled areas
of the DEFCON type, for after
effects of the crisis by comparing depicted influence markers
on your card in hand; then you
check for nuclear war or winning in peace times. If you have
three DEFCON cards of the same
type in your power area, you
triggered nuclear war and lose;
otherwise, you win with most
prestige points.
As the „big“ brother Tage, this is
a challenging dilemma game
of prestige and avoiding war,
an attractive and well-working
simulation in the micro game
range. þ

INFORMATION

orthogonally and can do 90°
turns. Candle slots cannot be
entered or crossed, cloth slots
can be crossed. Special abilities
are: No opposing disc can sit
next to Pedro/Pablo, Jésus/José
moves other discs; Evita/Erendia can move diagonally; Xenia/
Ximena moves +1 or +2 steps;
Fernando/Fidel pushes discs
forward; Diego/deMarco pulls
other discs toward him; Marlina/Maria-Elena can move over
other discs and Carmen/Cariba
switches position places with an
adjacent disc.
Use of special abilities is voluntary and can be combined with
a normal turn; Evita/Erendia can
move orthogonally and diagonally within one turn. Whoever
has his pieces across the board
and out on the opposite side of
the board first, wins.
A very interesting placement
game, abstract despite the topic, elegant and challenging; the
most important decision - selection of special abilities - is done
at the beginning! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

13

Designer: Pedersen, Granerud
Artist: atelier198
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publ.: Frosted Games / Pegasus 2018
www.pegasus.de

BEWERTUNG
History, conflict simulation
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Rare topic * Five turns per
player * Challenging micro
game
Compares to:
13 Tage
Other editions:
Jolly Roger Games/UltraPro (en),
Ludonova (es), Matagot (fr)

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Martin Schlegel
Artist: Christian Opperer
Price: ca. 26 Euro
Publisher: Mücke Spiele 2017
www.muecke-spiele.de

BEWERTUNG
Placement
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Topic, yet abstract * Topic
nicely implemented *
Simple movement rules
Compares to:
Abstract games for 2, moving pieces off board
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

ALIEN ARTIFACTS / ARENA: FOR THE GODS! t

ALIEN ARTIFACTS

4X IN UNEXPLORED SPACE
4X - eXplore, eXpand, eXploit,
eXterminate, employed in a
SciFi topic: Interplanetary factions venture into unexplored
space to gain more knowledge
and power.
Basis of the game is resources
management; each half of a
resources card shows one to
three resources symbols - blue
/ explore, green / discover, red
/ military and gold / assets; the

number in the middle is used in
combat.
In a round, you have three such
cards in hand and decide on using one of the two resources,
limited to two cards per turn.
Resources are used to acquire
ship, technology or planet cards
or currency; of the acquired
cards, you either use the Logistics side as a permanent bonus
in relation to the symbols for the

ARENA: FOR THE GODS!

BATTLING FOR THE FAVOR OF GODS
Mythological heroes fight for
favor with the gods. The arena
is prepared, depending on the
scenario, with columns and
arena tiles - for winning or losing life points - and you select
a hero, who holds 20 life points,
which you place behind your
screen.
In the Equipment phase of
the game you select weapon,
mount, armor and spell from
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randomly prepared displays by
making bids with life points;
players select the respective
piece of equipment in descending order of their bids.
In the Combat phase, you place
your hero on an available empty
hex at the edge of the scenario
arena. In turn, you implement
three steps in your turn - prepare turn, roll dice and resolve
actions: You take seven dice mi-

4X parameters, or the Operational side to generate victory
points, either via acquisition of
new cards or abilities in attacks.
Ships enable you to attack aliens
and to take over their artifacts
for bonuses; new technologies provide additional actions,
bonuses and points in scoring;
new planets give resources for
future actions.
A turn comprises Action and
then drawing cards. Basis action
options are buy card, build ship,
develop technology, discover
planet, trade resources, remove
blockade, prepare resources;
then there are operational options like start an offensive,
receive revenues, mine planet
plus faction actions and card
actions. At the end, you score
cards in your empire and operational technologies.
Compact and intense for every
player, but with little interaction.
Options work well together, but
a lot depends on the luck of the
draw for cards - all in all a solid
game for experienced players.
þ

INFORMATION

nus exhaustion tokens on your
screen and roll the thus available
dice, you can re-roll any number
once. The results are used to
move or protect your hero, you
can let him do battle or use dice
to activate equipment cards;
actions can be resolved in any
number and combination provided dice are available. For two
identical dice you can - depending on the symbol - reduce the
life points of an adjacent or any
hero by one, can move your
hero one step or shove an adjacent hero and move him one
step away from your own; if he
cannot do that, he loses a life
point; if another hero blocks
the shoved one, both lose a life
point. You need not use all dice.
If someone is out of life points,
the game ends and you win
with most life points.
If you look for pure strategy
and tactic, you must take your
battles elsewhere - if you don’t
mind luck of the dice and combine results cleverly, you will
have fun in the various scenarios. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: M. Ropka, V. Kijowska
Artist: Evan, Rafal & Team
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Portal Games 2017
www.portalgames.pl

BEWERTUNG
SciFi 4X, cards
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: de en fr pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Excellent 4C game * Not
a lot of interaction * Plays
very fast
Compares to:
4X and resource engine
games
Other editions:
Pegasus (de), Matagot (fr), Portal
Games (pl)

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Maxime Rambourg
Artist: Paul Mafayon
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publisher: Iello 2017
www.hutter-trade.com

BEWERTUNG
Dice, combat, fantasy
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cn de en fr jp pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
High quality components *
Fantastic graphics * Varied
due to scenarios * Dicedominated
Compares to:
Dice-driven combat games
featuring heroes
Other editions:
Game Harbour (cn), Hobby Japan (jp),
Iello (en, fr), Ludofy (pt)
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PRESENTATION

u ARS COMBINATORIA / CAPTAIN SONAR

ARS COMBINATORIA

CARDS FOR COMMUNICATION
The art of combination - that is
the name for a method of logic,
described by Gottfried Leibniz
and in this game is the title and
motto for five card card games,
albeit more communicative
than logical ones, intended for
varying numbers of players and
using cards from two sets, Sun
and Moon.
Soulmates: Destiny, for 3-8 players - two players form a team

and must lay a row of four cards;
you use 60 cards with numbers
1-5, and a row comprises four
consecutive card values or four
identical cards, but always either
Sun or Moon cards. Secret Signs,
for 4 players - two teams oppose
each other and collect cards
to get as near as possible to a
total card value of 30, by using
33 cards featuring numbers 1
to 6, again cards can only come

CAPTAIN SONAR

VOLLES ROHR

SONAR - Synchronize - Organize
- Navigate - Attack - Repair: Two
enemy submarines fight in the
depths of the ocean. You have
your post assigned and all must
cooperate efficiently. You can
play in real -time or based on
rounds. Roles are Captain, First
Officer, Radio Operator and Engineer; several roles can be hold
by one player. The Captain sets
the course, the opposing radio

14

operator listens, makes notes
and uses drones and sonar. The
First Officer manipulates rotary
switches to activate ship systems
by himself or by the captain. The
engineer monitors system defects happening during course
changes. Surfacing repairs the
ship and resets the course. When
a ship has four damage points,
the opposing team wins.
In the expansion Volles Rohr, the
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from either the sun or the moon
deck. Team mates agree on und
use secret signals for information.
The other three games are subtitled Trilogy of Time; in Time of
Happiness, 2-6 players, players
take turns as speakers, talking
about a topic of their choice
while using the markings for
time period and emotion on
one of the cards; the other players try to guess the speaker’s
emotion. Altar of Time, for 2
players, uses the awareness of
time; card movement imitates
the flow of time and players try
to collect most points. Promise
of Reunion, for 2-8 players, takes
any amount of time and features the topic of separation and
reunion; you receive a wish card
and players determine location
and time for the next meeting, if
you are the only one to show up
you have a lonely win.
An unusual game and an attractive example for games from Japan, putting emphasis on communication. þ

INFORMATION

war under water escalates. Technicians of a multi-national armaments corporation discover
new components and unknown
sources of energy in the depths
of the ocean. The submarines
are now equipped with most
the latest, albeit, instable weapons systems.
The expansion features new
weapons and defense systems
and provides variants for the
way you play the roles of Captain and Radio Technician. There
are five scenarios with sea charts
named Golf, Hotel, India, Juliet
and Kilo; after a scenario is selected, you can upgrade each
submarine with one of the systems, but not every system can
be used to upgrade every submarine, some scenarios demand
scenario-specific equipment.
A demanding and challenging
expansion and game; one mistake can ruin the whole game;
it needs exactness and readiness to experience am arduous
game. You should be very familiar with the core game before
you add the expansion to it. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-8

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Sugioka Kazuki
Artist: Sugioka Kazuki
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publ.: aoimachi / Japon Brand 2017
www.ars-combinatoria.com

BEWERTUNG
Cards, communication
Users: With friends
Version: jp
Rules: de en fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive design * Communication mechanisms *
Unusual game goals
Compares to:
Communicative card game
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

4-8

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: R. Fraga, Y. Lemonnier
Artist: E. + S. Tobal, J. Wiese
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

BEWERTUNG
Deduction, real-time,
cooperation
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Still a very demanding
game * Expansion should
only be when core game
is mastered * Game mechanisms do not tolerate
mistakes
Compares to:
Captain Sonar, Space Alert
Other editions:
Matagot (en fr)
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CATCH IT! / CAVERNA t

CATCH IT!

BALLS INTO BASKETS!
Two baskets and 20 balls that
need to be thrown into those
baskets. Using a net, a headband and sticks, you assemble
a basket for each player. Then
each player puts his basket on
his head and takes any ten of
the 20 balls in his hands. On a
signal, both players simultaneously throw all their balls in the
air; if one or several balls already
end up in a basket, so much the

4
better. Both players then try, as
quickly as they can, to collect as
many balls as possible and to
throw them - from their hip, that
means upwards, into the baskets; white ones for points into
your basket, red ones for penalty points into the opponent’s
basket. During collecting and
throwing you may only have
one ball in hand at any given
time and must throw it upwards

CAVERNA

HÖHLE GEGEN HÖHLE
Epoch I: Erster Wohlstand
- First Wealth. You found a
mountain cave and prepare it
for your tribe to work and live
in. You begin with two dwarves
and a small cave; in the course of
eight rounds you enhance your
workforce, adapt new rooms
in the cave, collect plants and
building material as well as precious metals to acquire wealth.
On an action board there are
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four open plus eight face-down
action tiles; you begin with a
cave board and one marker for
Wood, Stone, Emmer, Flax, Food
and Gold - only gold can go
higher than 9 - as well as nine
face-down room tiles on your
board.
Each round has three phases. 1.
Turn over action tile. 2. Action
Phase. Players alternate to pull
one of the open action tiles over

into the basket, not dropping it
down from above your head! Of
course, you can try to evade the
throws of your opponent or position yourself well for a throw
into your opponent’s basket.
When all balls have been collected, each player counts the
white and red balls in his basket.
The winner of the round is, who
has managed the highest total
of points from white balls minus
red balls in their basket. If everybody has played against everybody else, you win with most
won rounds.
This is a fun and very well working mixture of speed, reaction,
dexterity and agility; the basket opening is big enough to
allow for successful aiming. At
the moment, when the first
balls threaten to spill out again
you learn that it is better if you
bend your knees and not your
head when picking up a ball!
The game is suitable for indoor
and for outdoor use; when four
are playing, the downtime is just
short enough! þ

INFORMATION

to their side of the action board
and implement this action; finally, in III. Round end, action
tiles go back on the track. There
are nine action options: Receive
or swap goods; set up or tear
down a wall; excavate or furnish
a cavern, replenishing goods or
Room actions or Anytime Action for swapping one Emmer,
Flax or Gold for 1 Food immediately. In Round Eight, the Renovation action becomes available, but you can only choose
it if at that moment you have
more gold than your opponent.
After eight rounds you add Gold
and points on open furnishings
in your rooms on your board. Includes a solo variant.
This is Caverna, as regards to flair
and reduced to the essential in
rules and components; strategic
and tactical challenges are in full
force despite change element in
room tiles and action tiles; each
action must be carefully considered - Do I further my interest or
obstruct my opponent? Another Rosenberg masterpiece. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

1-4

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2018
www. noris-spiele.de

BEWERTUNG
Agility, speed
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute mix of speed and agility * Well-working basket
* Trains agility and handeye-coordination * Adult
assistance for assembling
is needed
Compares to:
First game of its kind, in general
agility games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-2

AGE:

12+

TIME:

40+

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: Franz, Kattnig, atelier198
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2017
www.lookout-spiele.de

BEWERTUNG
Tile placement, development
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it jp nl pl
pt ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Excellent game for two
players * Individual game,
reminiscent of Caverna and
Agricola * Good solo version * Epoch 2 expansion announced
Compares to:
Caverna; Agricola for 2 players
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Crown Games (ru) Funforge (fr), Hobby Japan (jp), Lacerta (pl),
Ludofy (pt), SD Games (es), uplay.it (it)
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PRESENTATION

u CRANIUM KNETKÜNSTLER / DAS NILPFERD IN DER ACHTERBAHN

CRANIUM KNETKÜNSTLER

ACCIDENT IN SPACE

The Cranium crew travels
through space in their spaceship, but the ship is hit by an asteroid and looses items - players
cooperate to collect the things
before the cheeky alien grabs
them as he is very interested in
those items from Earth!
Eight cards are laid out facedown on the board, the space
ship chip sits in the middle.
Spaceship windows are placed,

5
and the Alien begins on case
1 of his slime track. Players are
sculpting artists in turn: You
move the spaceship chip on
a case with card, pick up the
card from there - not visible for
the other players! - and sculpt
the item. At the same time, the
sand timer is turned over and
you have a minute to sculpt a
shape that lets your fellow players guess the term; you can also

DAS NILPFERD IN DER ACHTERBAHN

30 YEARS OF A CULT PARTY GAME
First sighted in on the Rollercoaster 1988, again in 1998 and
now the Hippo appears again,
completely revised, in 2018,
on occasion of the 30 Years Anniversary, featuring 900 completely new tasks! In the cultic
party game in two modes - Gemeinsam gegen die Drecksau
orTeam gegen Team - you complete tasks for points. In the
Drecksau version one Hippo is

16

at the start of the track and the
Drecksau at the starting slot of
the Pig track. Depending on the
location of your marker you try
to communicate terms to your
team members: By explanations
on a green slot, by drawing on a
red slot and by pantomime on a
blue slot. For each successfully
resolved task within the runtime of the timer you advance
the Hippo the number of steps

ISSUE 519 / JUNE/JULY 2018

use gestures to communicate.
When your fellow players give
the right guess within a minute, the item is deemed to be
retrieved and the card is slotted
into one of the spaceship windows. If the item is not guessed
within the run-time of the timer,
or if the card you pick up shows
the Alien, the Alien advances
one step on his slime track and
the the card is removed from
play. In any case, a new facedown card is drawn and placed
on the case with the spaceship
chip.
If you retrieve four items before
the alien reaches the final mark,
all players win together.
If players manage to retrieve
four items before the Alien arrives at the last mark on his
track, all win together; if not, the
Alien pinches the things and the
game is lost.
Creativity for young ones, with
a nice story and terms that are
easily sculpted, like boat or
birthday cake, always presented
as an image and by the word. þ

INFORMATION

indicated by the blue number,
or, if you failed, advance the
Drecksau as indicated by the
red number.
On action cases you complete
special tasks - gurgling a word,
form a term or solve quiz tasks
or tell a story or write down a
term in a category and your
team mates must name five
suitable terms but not the one
you wrote down, etc. In the
Team mode, one Hippo for each
of the two teams starts at the
track; if a team fails the task, the
red Drecksau points go to the
opposing team instead of the
Drecksau, and there are other
action tasks. The winner is always the team that arrives at the
finish of the Rollercoaster track
ahead of the Drecksau or the
other team.
Already a fun game in 1988 and
a successful mix of all those
presentation modes that are
more than familiar nowadays,
drawing like in Pictionary, forming as in Barbarossa, and so on,
but then and today the fun was
great! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2+

5+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2017
www.hasbrogaming.com

BEWERTUNG
Creativity, dexterity
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard core mechanism
* Nice background story
* Good terms, with image
and word
Compares to:
All games with shape
forming
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-12

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: B. Kaes, H. Wöhning
Artist: Nora Nowatzyk
Price: ca. 33 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

BEWERTUNG
Party, Creativity, communication
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: dk de en fr nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New revised edition * Familiar mechanisms * Good
mix * Very nice new tasks
Compares to:
Activity and all other party
games with task mix
Other editions:
Currently none, many earlier ones
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DECRYPTO / DIE BRIEFTASCHE DES PATEN t

DECRYPTO

COMMUNICATE SAFELY
Communication via secret
codes which must be transmitted without being intercepted
by the opposing team. Codes
are on cards and consist of four
numbers, each one is either
a One, Two, Three or Four. A
screen for each team has four
positions, One, Two, Three and
Four, marked accordingly, and
receptor slits for key word cards.
All members of a team sit on

the same side of the table, with
clear views of their screen. Each
team draws four encrypted key
word cards and puts them into
their screen. Four words appear
at positions One to Four of the
screen.
The Encoder of each team draws
one card from his set of code
cards, for instance code 4.3.2,
his team members must not
see the code! Then he tries, in

DIE BRIEFTASCHE DES PATEN

GREIF ZU!

Police are ringing the bell - the
Mafia Boss escapes and leaves
his wallet! How loots most and
yet seems innocent? Being innocent and rich in three rounds
scores victory points; you are
innocent holding one identification, less than 500 money
and maximum two currencies.
Jewelry is not a currency, it only
counts as money for payment
and wealth.

www.gamesjournal.at

8
A real wallet with zippers is
equipped with identification
cards and victory points; the
cards are prepared according to
player number and each player
gets five cards - the rest is also
put into the wallet; you also receive two of the unique special
cards and set them down facedown; you can play them at the
start of your turn or the end of
the round; finally, you get one

sequence of the numbers in the
code - give clues to the words in
those positions on the screen.
Team White begins, team Black
hears the clues and both teams
take corresponding notes. Then
team Black is first to read out
their guess on team White’s
code, then team White reads
out their guess. If team Black has
guessed correctly, it receives an
Intercept marker. If Team White
guessed its own code correctly,
there is no reward, but if they
guessed wrongly, the team
must take a Misunderstanding
marker. Then team Black is active, the encoder gives the clues,
White guesses first, then Black,
etc. If after that, one team has
two Intercept markers, it has
won; if a team has two Misunderstanding markers, it has lost;
otherwise, another round is
played.
Challenging and very well working communication game with
the usual restriction to possible
clues; the encoder must be very
careful to keep the order of the
key word positions in the code
for clues. þ

INFORMATION

coin and one victory point token.
The active player draws a card
from the wallet or puts one
into it or buys an identification
card for 300 units of money
and/or jewelry, or flips a timer
card. When all have been active once, a timer card is flipped,
too. When the last timer card is
flipped, the round ends - you
can play special cards; then
each policeman present investigates one character; then innocent characters score victory
points in order of their wealth.
Special cards give restrictions or
bonuses. Take care! The coin you
drew at the start of the game
counts towards your wealth.
500 money units in hand plus 1
cent on the coin are too much to
be innocent! If you cannot prove
your innocence, you put back a
victory point - if you have one into the wallet.
A cute mic of party game, deduction on the intentions of
your fellow players and bluff, using attractive components. Nice
entertainment for families and
friends. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Lespérance-Dagenais
Artist: NILS, Fulchiron, Sanchez
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publ.: Scorpion Masque / Asmodee 2018
www.asmodee.de

BEWERTUNG
Use cues, guess position
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr it pl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very good mechanism
* Exact order of cues is
essential * Challenging
communication fun
Compares to:
Games with cues for guessing other words
Other editions:
Asmodee (es it), GoKids (cn), Iello
(en), Lavka (ru), Portal (pl), Scorpion
Masque (en es fr)

PLAYERS:

2-7

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: W. and M. Fort
Artist: Dimitrienko, Voropina
Price: ca. 24 Euro
Publisher: Lifestyle / HUCH! 2018
www.hutter-trade.com

BEWERTUNG
Mafia, cards, set collection
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr it jp
kr nl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Nice party game including
bluff * Pretty components *
Also works for two players *
Very little in-game text
Compares to:
Mafia de Cuba for topic, set collection
Other editions:
Cryptozoic (en), Mercurio (es), Lifestyle (cn de en fr it jp kr nl ru)
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PRESENTATION

u FARMY’UP! / FAST FOOD FEAR

FARMY’UP!

GRAB COW TOKEN -> TAKE GRASS TOKEN!
Each player has a board showing six stations of a farm - cow
barn, sheep pen, hen house,
fields, vegetable garden and orchard. Every station has gaps for
characteristic elements: The animal or plant of the station - the
feed or sustenance necessary
for animal or plant of the station
- the final product of the station.
The farm to work as a dice tower
is set up; 18 wooden disks show

5

the three stages for each station
and are put in the middle of the
table.
The active player rolls both dice
and all players try as quickly as
they can to spot and grab the
disk corresponding to the result
of the Farm die; if you grabbed
the disk, you receive the corresponding token to put into your
station. However, when you try
to spot and take the disk, you

FAST FOOD FEAR

SUSHI, CHICKEN AND ICE CREAM
Monsters are difficult customers
and only satisfied when all orders, which are displayed in the
guise of monster cards showing
between three and five dishes
per card, are filled. Monster
cards and menu cards for twelve
different dishes in varying
numbers - 3x each Sushi, Sandwich, Donut and Pasta, 5x each
Chicken and Ice Cream, 6x each
Pizza and Taco, 7x each Hotdog

18

8

and French Fries as well as 8x
each Soft Drink and Burger - are
shuffled separately. A number
of monster cards equal to the
number of players plus 1 is laid
out face-down and every player
is dealt six menu cards.
The starting player turns over
the timer and turns up half of
the monster card, rounded up
in case of uneven numbers.
Then players take turns and try
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must adhere to the action determined by the result of the Crazy
Farm die: Fox -> the winner of
the disk can steal a token from
another player; Sun flower -> all
players must rotate on the spot
once before looking for a disk;
Hand on red > the disk is taken
with your left hand; Hand on
green -> the disk is taken with
your right hand; House = harvest -> you win two tokens from
stock; Open hand = Up -> you
may take all three disks of a station and then the corresponding tokens. When you win a disk,
you get the respective token in
order - e.g. first the cow; then,
for another cow dice result and
winning the disc you take the
feed and then, finally, the milk.
If you have filled all six stations,
you win.
This is a very pretty variant of
the look-spot-react mechanism,
coming with lots of information
on farms and production chains
in agriculture and animal husbandry. þ

INFORMATION

cooperatively to complete the
monster card orders. As active
player, you either complete an
order - a new one is revealed - or
resolve an action card or discard
a card; then you refill your hand.
An order is complete when you
discard all necessary cards for it
at the same time. Action options
are turn timer, swap cards, discard cards and draw new ones,
remove a monster card from the
display and replace it from the
draw pile. Players can talk and
coordinate their actions, they
can name missing cards and
cards in hand. When the menu
card draw pile is empty, the
discard pile is turned over - unshuffled - for a new draw pile; in
this case, another monster card
is added to the display. When
all orders are resolved when the
timer runs out, all win together.
A nice, simple set collecting
game, which can be easily won
by cooperatively making clever
use of the action cards. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publisher: Bioviva 2018
www.bioviva.com

BEWERTUNG
Dice, react, collect
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple mechanism * Can
be played without action
die * Comes with information on farms
Compares to:
All collecting games with
reactions to dice results
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Dario Dordoni
Artist: D. Salvini, M. A. Suzuki
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2018
www.kosmos.de

BEWERTUNG
Cooperation, set collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es it pl pt
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard topic * Nice graphics * Good rules * Simple,
but needs clever use of
action cards
Compares to:
Cooperative set collecting
games
Other editions:
Devir (en es it pt), Devir Games (en,
es) Egmont Polska (pl), Lost Tile
Games (cn)
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FAST FORWARD: FURCHT / FORBIDDEN CITY t

FAST FORWARD: FURCHT

A FABLE GAME

Fast Forward is a series of
games, based on the new Fable
concept. Games using the Fable
concept feature pre-sorted
stacks of cards, which are used
according to the rules of the individual game and introduce all
cards and rules in the course of
several games, played one after
the other. You can interrupt play,
continue at any time or begin
again with another group of

8
players. In Fast Forward Games,
you do not read any rules at all,
but begin to play from the first
card on. Furcht asks the question: Are you afraid of ghosts or
will you confront danger and
frighten your opponents in a
fast and simple game?
The game features 90 cards,
numbered from 1 to 90 and
stacked face-down in this order;
numbers are of no importance

FORBIDDEN CITY

WIN ROOMS, ENHACE YOUR INFLUENCE
The new Emperor Wei Zu Yang is
too young to reign - his advisors
want to enhance their influence
in the Forbidden City and therefore try to achieve most influence - represented by advisors
on tiles of their colors - in closed
rooms.
The starting tile is laid out - you
select the easier side with four
gardens in the corners or the
more difficult one with larger

www.gamesjournal.at
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rooms - and each player shuffles
his 24 tiles of a color and stacks
them face-down.
In a round, each player draws
a tile from his stack and then
all place - in turn - this tile next
to one already on display; the
same color without restriction,
to place a tile of another color,
the two tiles must be separated
by a wall. A room that is completely surrounded by walls - be

in the game, but only serve to
sort and reset the cards for a
new game. The top card names
the first rules: In turn players either draw the top card from the
stack in hand or play a card from
their hand on the table. You
must not pass your turn! After
some cards, the next rule card
appears, it defines a limit for the
number of cards in hand, an additional rule and the end of the
game; later cards can also trigger special effects.
In general, you need about 10
to 15 games, until you manage
to arrive at the end of the stack
before the game end has been
triggered; you can, as already
mentioned, play again anytime
you want.
As unusual this concept does
sound, as easily it is played and
an as much fun it does provide.
It is the ideal introduction to the
range of Fast Forward and Fable
games; all rules are on display
and are entered into the game
well-timed! þ

INFORMATION

they with or without archways
- is considered to be closed and
its value is determined: each tile
in the room is worth one point,
each dragon symbol three
points; rooms that are connected to the newly closed room by
an archway are also scored. If
you then have the majority of
advisors in the room, you are
paid the room value in coins; if
you have the second-most advisors, you receive half the room
value.
When all tiles but two have
been placed, you receive coins
for advisors and dragon symbols on those tiles and then you
win with the highest total sum
of coins.
A true Knizia game - seemingly
simple and yet full of hidden
depth; game elements are basically standard and known and
the two rules for them not new
either; the sophistication and
tactics/strategy come from the
scoring of adjacent rooms - as
the board develops during play,
you can score lots of points by
closing small rooms next to big
ones. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Artist: Harald Lieske
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: 2F-Spiele 2017
www.2f-spiele.de

BEWERTUNG
Fast Forward Fable Game
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr jp nl pt
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Part of the Fast Forward
Fable series * Rules
different from all others in
the series * Re-playable by
sorting the cards
Compares to:
Other Fast Forward games like Flee
or Fortress
Other editions:
Arclight (jp), Conclave Editora
(pt), Edge Entertainment (es, fr),
Stronghold Games (en), White Goblin
Games (nl)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Paul Windle Design
Price: ca. 22 Euro
Publisher: Jumbo Diset 2018
www.jumbo.eu

BEWERTUNG
Tile placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Compares to:
Pretty design
Nicely varied standard
mechanisms
Sophisticated due to
scoring of adjacent rooms
Clever pun on the Emperor’s name
Other editions:
Currently none
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u GANZ SCHÖN CLEVER / GEISTESBLITZ JUNIOR

GANZ SCHÖN CLEVER

WHAT DO I DO WITH THE WHITE 4?
The game features six dice in six
colors and areas for five of those
dice on a scoring sheet as well
as an area for marking rounds
and actions; the white die is a
joker. You mark dice values in
color areas for points and win
after 4-5-6 rounds in case of
4-3-2/1 players with most points
from color areas and foxes.
At the start of round, you mark
the round number and receive

8

a bonus or an action. Then the
active player rolls all six dice,
selects one, puts it on the first
of his dice slots on the sheet
and marks the result correctly
in the color area; this can unlock
actions or a fox. Actions are ReRoll or Additional Die, for use in
the same turn or later. There are
special rules for each color: Yellow - Mark number anywhere
in the area, competed columns

GEISTESBLITZ JUNIOR

GHOST GARY AND HIS FRIENDS
Ghost Gary normally lives in a
castle, but at the moment he
is filling in for his Cousin Scarecrow Steve and is haunting mice
and crows out in the country;
he has also made a few new
friends - green Frog Freddie, yellow Chicken Charlie and pink
Piglet Peter. All four friends are
placed in a circle in the middle
of the table, all cards are shuffled and stacked face-down.

20

4

For each round, the top card of
the stack is turned up and all
players check quickly, which of
the four friends are depicted on
this card in their correct color.
Each of the cards shows two or
three friends with their correct
color. All players try simultaneously to grab those correctly
depicted friends. If you manage
to grab one or even more than
one of those friends, you receive
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yield points. Blue - like yellow,
but values of blue and white
dice are added. Green - mark in
sequence, dice value is at least
equal to the notation in the case.
Orange - from left to right, special cases double values, points
at the end = sum of cases. Purple
- from left to right, ascending, after a 6 any other number. Foxes
give points equal to your color
area with fewest points.
Then you place all dice of lower
value than the selected one on
the plate, and twice repeat rolling of remaining dice, selecting,
marking and setting aside. Then
the other players mark a dice
value of their choice from the
plate, dice remain on the plate;
thus, a value can be selected
several times! If all were active
once, the round ends.
Really rather clever! And rather
tactical for a dice game! What do
I mark, what want/must I leave
for the other players? þ

INFORMATION

a reward card for each friend
you grabbed, either the current
card or one from the face-down
stack. For a new round, you put
all friends back in a circle on the
table. When all cards have been
used up, the game ends and
you win with most cards.
In a game for more experienced
players of ages 6+, Ghost Gary
appears as a black ghost, as he
likes to play in the chimney! If
Gary is depicted in black on a
card, you must not grab any
friend. If you react correctly and
do not grab any figure, you are
rewarded with a card. If, however you make a mistake and
grab a friend, you must give
back a card, provided you have
got one.
A very simple mechanism, but
yet a nice challenge due to the
varying arrangements, sizes and
colors of the friends; you practice quick and correct reaction
and motor skills. Plus, the junior
version of the classic reaction
game is lots of fun, too! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Artist: Schiffer Leon
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

BEWERTUNG
Roll dice, mark results
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Series Klein & Fein * Very
attractive mix of luck of the
roll and tactic * Many rules
for many options
Compares to:
Qwixx and other games
using marking of dice values
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer:
Artist: Gabriela Silveira
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2018
www.zoch-verlag.com

BEWERTUNG
Spotting, reaction
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very simple version * Includes a version for players,
ages 6+ * Trains quick
reactions and motor skills
Compares to:
All other editions of
Geistesblitz
Other editions:
Gigamic (fr)
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HELLO DINO / HEXCALIBUR t

HELLO DINO

FIND BABY DINOSAURS!
Chaos in the dinosaur lair, the
babies hide in their nests under
egg shells and change places,
but they should sit in their own
color area.
The three-dimensional game
board shows five color segments in its bottom part; on
top of this sits a clear, rotatable
top with slots for two Dinosaur
eggs in each color area. The five
colored baby dinosaurs are put

5

into their nests and are covered
with an egg shell; then those
egg nests are well shuffled
and placed into any slot on the
board top. The baby dinosaur
tokens in the five dinosaur colors and the die are set out.
The active player rolls the die for a color result you can place
any egg into this color area, if
a slot if empty there, and then
check the color of the baby di-

HEXCALIBUR

BATTLES OF KING ARTHUR
War in King Arthur’s Britain.
Three randomly selected territories must be conquered, and
you select one of three factions
- Logres, the Faction of King
Arthur, Cumbria, the faction of
Queen Morgause, or Pagans,
the faction of the eldest inhabitants of Britain, as there are druids, Picts and other legendary
beings.
You stack the Hex tiles of your
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faction and keep four of six
leader cards. Then both players play phases: Enchanted Item
Quest - you draw an Enchanted
Item card or play an Enchanted
Item from your hand. In Taking
Position, both players place tiles
from their reserve. In Battle, you
do battle; a battle comprises
repetition of four rounds, until a
player loses all tiles or all morale
tokens. If someone has 7 VP, he

nosaur in the egg. Or you can
relocate a dinosaur nest from
the area of the color result into
any other area with an empty
slot and then check the egg. Or
you can check an egg in the area
of the color result. If you find a
baby dinosaur in the egg whose
color corresponds to the color of
the area where the egg sits, you
take a corresponding baby dinosaur token, but only if you do
not yet have one of that color!
For the arrow as a result you rotate the clear board top by one
color area until the walls in the
top correspond again to the
walls depicted on the bottom
board. Then you can check any
egg for the dinosaur color. If you
are first to have one baby dinosaur token of each color, you
win.
A simple search & collect game
with enchanting components
and a favorite topic for children!
The baby dinosaurs are all different and the components are
easily handled by children! þ

INFORMATION

wins; otherwise, the phases are
repeated.
Special features and characteristics of battles come from the
special faction abilities and the
leaders you select for a game.
Leaders in Logres Faction are Arthur Pendragon, Merlin, Princess
Guinevere, King Leodegrance,
Sir Ector and Sir Kay. The Cumbria Faction can be played with a
selection from Queen Morgause
of Orkney, King Loth of Lothian,
König Uriens, Sir Agravaine, Gaheris or Morganore. Leaders in
the Pagans Faction are Addanc,
Bercilak, Esclados, Nine Witches
of Caer Loyw, King Rience and
Viviana. They all introduce special abilities into play in different phases and, together with
Minor und Unique Enchanted
Items, provide lots of variation
in individual games.
Nothing spectacularly new as
regards to mechanisms, but a
nice and well-working tapestry
of all characters known from the
Arthurian legends woven into a
thrilling conflict for Britain. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: F. P. Creative
Artist: Robert Bayer
Price: ca. 27 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.piatnik.com

BEWERTUNG
Search & collect
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting components *
Easy rules * Components
easy to handle
Compares to:
All search & collect games
with a memo feature
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Enrique Duenas
Artist: Francisco Rico
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publ.: SD Games / GenX Studio 2017
www.playsdgames.com

BEWERTUNG
History, conflict simulation
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en es
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Topic nicely implemented
* Standard conflict mechanisms * Uses all characters
of the Arthurian Legend
Compares to:
Historic conflict simulations
Other editions:
Currently none

ISSUE 519 / JUNE/JULY 2018
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PRESENTATION

u LUXOR / MAGIC MAZE

LUXOR

FORGOTTEN TREASURES
Adventurers, hunting for treasures in the temple. The board is
prepared with tiles placed randomly and also on given slots,
you hold five starting cards and
have two adventures at the start
and three more next to Anubis
statues.
As active player you play the
right- or left-most card from
your hand, move your adventurer accordingly - over tiles

8

only - and resolve the action of
the reached tile. Then you draw
a card and insert it in the middle
of your hand, cards in your hand
can never be re-sorted! Tile actions are: Treasure - take the tile,
of enough of your adventurers
are on it -> score and maybe
place temple; Temple - resolve
action - take scarab, joker treasure or one of both, draw a
Horus card and sort it into your

MAGIC MAZE

ALARMSTUFE ROT

Barbarian, Dwarf, Elf and Mage
want to steal equipment in the
Shopping Mall and leave quickly afterwards. You have one tile
and can move each hero in the
direction indicated on it and
resolve the indicated action,
for instance explore and add a
new Mall tile, provided the hero
stands on the action case of the
corresponding color. All play simultaneously and are forbidden

22

8
to speak while the timer runs. If
it is turned over, you may speak
until someone does an action.
When all have reached their
equipment, heroes must go
to the exits of their color. If the
timer runs out before that, all
lose together.
The Maximum Security / Alarmstufe Rot expansion features a
total of 13 different modules
of two types: Helpers module,
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hand, use tunnel movement.
Horus - take key or card; Osiris additional move.
If you pass an Anubis statue, you
put the adventurer next to it to
the start and can move from
now on, too.
When two adventurers have
reached the Burial Chamber you must do so with the exact
number of steps and discard
one key for each of your adventurers that enter at the same
time - you score, at the end of
the round, adventurer points according to position, sarcophagi
from the chamber, keys, sets of
treasure tiles and scarab points.
A very good, sophisticated
game, yet simple enough for
families, but interesting enough
for experienced players, in
which the tactical core is the decision on which of the possible
cards you play to be able to use
a good card when you need it
most. The first impression of an
„only“ move & collect game is
absolutely wrong! The game
was rightly nominated for „Spiel
des Jahres 2018“. þ

INFORMATION

marked in green - Anti-Stress
tokens, Ventilation Shaft, Wall
breaches, Map spaces, AutoExplore, Telekinesis, Spells and
Control room - to reduce difficulty and Challenges, marked in
red - Guard, Steel door, Beholder, Reinforcement Guards and
Sensor - to increase difficulty.
are marked in red and enhance
the degree of difficulty. It is recommended to learn the modules in sequence. You need the
basic game to play, but it is recommended not to use its Shopping Mall tiles #13-#24. If you
want even more challenge, you
find a list of achievements in the
rules, which you should master
within a successful game, albeit
not in the introductory games,
which are offered as well.
A game for those who want action, fun, chaos and challenge,
intensified by the additional
challenge of silent communication, coupled with speed and
the necessity for fast reaction
and keeping all in view. Innovative fun! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 36 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2018
www.queen-games.com

BEWERTUNG
Move, collect, use cards
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cz de en es fr hu
nl pt sl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Sophisticated tactics with
simple means * Absolutely
suitable for families * Lots
of tactical depth * Little
interaction
Compares to:
Bohnanza for card sorting prohibition, otherwise collecting games
Other editions:
Queen Games (de en fr)

PLAYERS:

1-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Kasper Lapp
Artist: Gyom, M. Ooms, J. Wiese
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2017
www.pegasus.de

BEWERTUNG
Simultaneous placement
cooperation
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Silent communication
* Fast and chaotic *
Innovative
Compares to:
Magic Maze
Other editions:
2 Tomatoes (es), Dude Games / Sit
Down! (en, fr), Sit Down! (en fr nl),

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

MASMORRA / MEEPLE CIRCUS t

MASMORRA

DUNGEONS VON ARCADIA
Once created to put heroes on
trial, heroes now must cleanse
the dungeon of a huge threat.
Each player guides a hero in one
of three modes: In the Standard
mode, heroes rival for experience points and want to counteract plans of their opponents.
In Epic mode, heroes must reach
the evil Mage Malaphyas and
defeat him in a final encounter,
for maximum personal experi-

ence and honor. In Cooperative
mode, heroes must cooperate
to deflect the dark ritual of Malaphyas.
The game ends, if someone has
acquired 16 or more Experience
Points (XP). Those XPs are won
by defeating monsters, opening
treasure chests, defusing traps
and exploring medium-sized
rooms. You have on turn per
round: In the Hero phase you can

MEEPLE CIRCUS

APPLAUSE FOR SUCCESSFUL PERFORMANCES
The acrobats wait for instructions for the next performance
in three rounds; two rehearsals
and one act; you win with most
applause from all three rounds.
Four cards for public demands
and six component cards are
displayed, as are performance
tiles for the respective rounds
and reserve components as accessories.
A round comprises preparation,

www.gamesjournal.at
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presentation, evaluation and
end. For a round, you take one
component tile and a presentation tile for the current round.
Then all players assemble their
performance simultaneously
within the run-time of the music
from the app - which also serves
as a timer - within their own
ring, upright; each component
touching the bottom of the ring
must carry minimum one other

move your hero and resolve actions; in the Dungeon phase, you
move monsters and introduce
new ones to obstruct other heroes.
In the Hero phase you roll action dice with symbols for Move,
Close Combat, Long Range
Combat, Blocking, Healing Potion or Magic, implement actions and plunder the room.
Dice results can either be used
directly, also in combination
with symbols from other effects,
or can be placed on an action
slot on a dungeon tile, a talent
card or the hero sheet to trigger
an action or an effect. Specific
hero actions can be done any
time in any order, they come
from a hero’s starting talent or
talents from talent cards.
Despite the age stated on the
box, this is more of a family
game, especially in the cooperative mode, and it is a dice-driven
dungeon crawl just as you want
one to be - treasures, monsters
and traps with beautiful graphics and components! Ideal for
fans of the genre. þ

INFORMATION

component. The two player
quickest to assemble their performance receive speed bonus
tokens. In the evaluation phase,
applause is awarded for public
demands and acrobat meeples
positions and colors - blue beginners, yellow standard and
red expert meeples - as well as
speed bonus tokens. In the end
phase, a public demand card is
exchanged, you keep your components, new component tiles
and presentation tiles for the
next round are laid out. In round
II, guest stars are added, and in
round III, acts are assembled by
players in turn - some of them
demand special App music and evaluation criteria change
- no speed bonuses and double
the applause for guest stars.
Meeple Circus is a very nice version of the hazardous stacking
game mechanism; the topic fits
the mechanism and has been
very well implemented; the difficulties in the presentations are
cleverly varied, and guest stars
range from tiger or camel to
ringmaster or clown. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-5

AGE:

14+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Alves, Matheus, Neto
Artist: Confrancesco, Fructus
Price: ca. 74 Euro
Publisher: CMON / Asmodee 2017
www.asmodee.de

BEWERTUNG
Fantasy, adventure
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
High quality components
* Attractive design * More
of a family game * Three
game modes
Compares to:
Arcadia Quest and other
dungeon crawls
Other editions:
Edge Entertainment (es, fr), CMON/
Spaghetti Western Games (en)

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Cédric Millet
Artist: Sabrina Tobal und Team
Price: ca. 34 Euro
Publisher: Matagot 2017
www.matagot.com

BEWERTUNG
Dexterity, stacking
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en es fr kr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Topic well implemented
* Nice components *
Expansion Technical & Fun
is available
Compares to:
Dexterity games featuring
stacking
Other editions:
Gen-X Games (es), Mandoo Games
(kr), Matagot (fr)
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PRESENTATION

u MERCADO / METALMANIA

MERCADO

GOODS, PERFUMES AND PRIVILEGES
As a wealthy Burgher you buy
items and with them prestige,
perfumes give you advantages
and market tiles give privileges
and joker coins. A display of four
goods, two perfumes and two
market tiles is prepared, as is
the scoring board with a starting token, draw piles for perfumes and goods and the stock
of joker and counterfeit coins.
Coins come in four colors, plus

10

white ones for jokers, black ones
for counterfeit. Every player has
starting money in his bag, a person board and a seal.
As active player, you can resolve
a privilege and must then either
1. draw three or - by discarding
one seal - five coins from your
bag, counterfeit coins go to
your person board - and place
it with a goods, perfume or market tiles, and add at least one

METALMANIA

HEAVY METAL ODER HARD ROCK
You want to assemble the best
metal band. 50 musician cards
show a name and values for inspiration, charisma, revelry, reputation, style and performance.
Five record company cards are
special cards as bonuses for
achieving 15 fame points. Your
band board provides track of
your progress and available actions.
The active player does turn

24

steps: 1. Turn your equalizers
to the active side- 2. Roll two
dice and resolve the effect as
regards to the event board in
the middle of the score track
board. For 2$ you can change
a die value by +1 or -1, even
several times. 3. If all of your
musicians are active, you either
resolve Performance, Recording
or Advertising according to one
of the equalizers - you roll dice

ISSUE 519 / JUNE/JULY 2018

to a tile in the display, or 2. put
all coins on your person board
back into your bag.
If you are first to meet the price
for an item, you receive its prestige and resolve additional effects of the acquired tile - you
can receive an additional turn
or a joker coin, counterfeit,
privilege or seal or can give
a counterfeit coin back; your
coins go to your personal board,
eventual joker coins go back to
stock. All other players take their
deposits back into their bags.
Whoever has the second-most
coins at the resolved tile, receives a seal. If someone reaches
the starting slot on the scoring
track, you win, at the end of the
round, with most prestige plus
remaining seals and privileges.
A very sophisticated openintention game with visible
progress; counterfeit and forces
use of joker coins for some tiles
are additional attractive mechanism details in a sophisticated
and challenging family game. þ

INFORMATION

equal to the number of artists
or instruments and place a die
on each musician; you always
try to get below their values
to succeed; effects like active,
troublesome and inactive come
into play. Then, in step 4, you do
an action, either Audition, Funds
or Beer; dice are rolled again for
Funds and Beer. If, after step 2,
you have minimum one inactive
musician, step 3 is skipped and
you do step 4 twice instead. Audition gives you new musicians
and points for musicians leaving
your band. 5. You pay 1$ for every single one of your musicians;
if you cannot pay a musician, he
turns troublesome or inactive, if
he is already troublesome! Whoever is first to achieve 66 fame
points, wins.
Dice rolling with a topic, lots of
topic and a very specialized topic, accompanied by attractive
illustrations suiting the topic; if
you are not into Heavy Metal,
you will find a game of abstract
dice manipulation. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2018
www.kosmos.de

BEWERTUNG
Open auction, collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Interesting open-intention
mechanism * Coin colors
are a sophisticated detail *
Rather easy rules * Doublesided scoring board
Compares to:
Buying games with open bids
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Fernando Lafuente
Artist: Alba Aragon
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: GDM Games 2017
www.gdmgames.com

BEWERTUNG
Worker placement, dice
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very heavy on topic *
Otherwise abstract dice
manipulation * Rulebook
has gaps * (c) Image Msimoher, BGG
Compares to:
Worker placement using dice
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

MONOPOLY JUNIOR BANKING / PANDA t

MONOPOLY JUNIOR BANKING

BUY REAL ESTATE WITH YOUR BANK CARD
Standard Monopoly Junior
combined with bank cards and
card reader unit instead of Monopoly paper money. Every
player has a playing piece - an
orange cat, a black dog, a green
car or a blue boat - and with it
the corresponding bank card
with 18 M credit and the respective ownership markers showing an image of the respective
playing piece.

5

As always in Monopoly, you roll
the die and move your pawn as
many steps in clockwise direction; the case that you reach is
resolved - over LOS you receive
money; on event cases you draw
and resolve an event card; free
real estate slots you buy and
mark them with your owner
ship marker; on real estate slot
owned by others, you pay rent;
if you arrive at Frei Parken or

PANDA

MONKEY, TIGER OR PANDA VS. DRAGON
Monkey, tiger, crocodile and
panda cause chaos in the palace, even the Dragon of the
four Winds has his problems
with them. 42 number cards
from 1 to 13 in colors blue,
purple, green and red, plus four
Dragon cards of various values and four Pet cards without
value are shuffled; you are dealt
eight cards. Twelve rounds are
played or rounds until some-

www.gamesjournal.at
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one has scored 222 points; you
only score the seventh trick of a
round.
For a trick, you play one card
or two of the same value as a
pair, and always higher than all
previous ones, or you play your
lowest card; in case of identical values, color is the deciding
factor: blue < purple < green
< red. Dragons beat numbers,
Pets beat dragons and have

Gefängnis, nothing happens.
If, however, you are sent to jail
from the case Gehe ins Gefängnis, you buy your way out in
your next turn or use a Gehe aus
dem Gefängnis card. If you own
both slots of a color, you receive
double the rent. For each of the
cases, there is a full explanation
of how to use the card reader in
this situation.
If someone is bankrupt, the
card reader unit terminates the
game and names the bank card
number and the bank balance
of the winner. All other players
can find out their bank balance
and thus their ranking with their
bank card. In case of a tie for
winning, the display switches
between the numbers involved;
those players add the value of
their real estate slots to their
bank balance and then the richest player wins.
This is a very nice symbiosis of
Monopoly Junior and the Banking mechanism; the game, however, postulates reading abilities
for children aged five, or adult
supervision. þ

INFORMATION

special abilities. In the first six
tricks of a round, Dragons and
Pets are stronger than the number cards, the highest Dragon
or the highest-ranked Pet takes
the trick, special abilities of Pets
are not used. The seventh trick,
however, is taken by the highest number card in the trick, and
you score the value of this card;
as you win - when the game
end condition is triggered - with
fewest points, you should avoid
taking the seventh trick. In this
seventh trick, you also score for
Pets; you call their name when
playing them and can use the
special ability: Monkey - Points
for another player, to; Tiger your point total goes to zero;
Crocodile - all others score the
highest number; Panda - in the
next round you select 8 out of
14 cards. Special cards Financier
and Ambassador double or reduce points.
Simple and sophisticated at the
same time - Dragon now tops
number or Monkey the number? A nice version of trick-taking card games! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2018
www.hasbro.at

BEWERTUNG
Roll & move
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Adult supervision necessary * Text on event cards *
Standard Monopoly junior
using bank cards
Compares to:
All versions of Monopoly
junior
Other editions:
Hasbro USA (en)

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Peter Szollosi
Artist: Ákos Feyer
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2017
www.piatnik.com

BEWERTUNG
Trick-taking, cards
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de fr hu it pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice design * Rules simple *
Nice family game
Compares to:
Trick-taking with special
card abilities
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u PEAK OIL / PIONEERS

PEAK OIL

DOWN TO THE OIL RESERVES
You are a CEO of an oil company
and need to prepare your company for a future without oil.
The last oil reserves need to be
depleted and you must invest
in oil replacement technologies. As active player you first
move an agent OR implement
an action and then you move
an agent. Additionally, you can
then pay two barrels to move
one other agent. Action cases

are Expand with options Recruit
or Dispatch, Develop with Drill
or Whitewash, Invest with StartUps or Technologies, Grey Ops
wit Black market or Consultants
and Shipping. When the bag is
empty of black barrels, Peak Oil
has happened, and oil is depleted.
The active player at this points
turns over his headquarter card
and completes his turn. you

PIONEERS

SETTLEMENT BY COACHES
North American cities are
settled by pioneers arriving in
coaches. Those pioneers have
professions according to their
position in the coach; the profession determines the city
where he can settle, as each city
only needs one profession. For
better transport, you can buy
roads and earn money from
other players using them. Seven
kinds of pioneer tiles are present

26

8

seven times each; Banker and
Merchant provide a permanent
special action; Barkeeper, Sergeant, Gold Digger, Farmer and
Hotel provide an instant special
action, which must be implemented. Those tiles are shuffled
face-down and placed on the
city slots on the board. You begin with a pioneer at the start
and one on each seat in your
starting coach.
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with most points at the end of
a final round. All other players
can relocate one of their agents.
Then, action cases in order of
Expand, Develop, Regions, Investments and Grey Ops are
checked - if you have at least
one agent in such a slot, you
can use one action option of the
slot. Then you score for start ups
and consultant cards in headquarter and lose points for open
PR Crisis cards and win with the
then highest score.
In the advanced version CRUDE,
you play without PR Crisis cards
and consultants, other rules
changes relate to color of barrels, actions and PR Crisis as well
as the actions Consultant, Drilling and Start Up.
A very structured game with
lots of strategy and interaction;
the topic has been implemented remarkably well and with
very good graphics; you can
personalize your company with
the consultant cards. The game
end, however, is easily predicted
and is played with somewhat
changed rules. þ

INFORMATION

Then you play rounds with a
turn for each player, a turn comprises phases: Income, Purchase
of roads or coaches - with a limit
for two roads on the same connection - as well as Movement
and colonization including
permanent and instant special
actions as well as a settling opportunity for another player.
Movement along a connection
costs 1$. If you can settle all
pioneers in your coach in cities,
you receive victory points and
money. You also score points for
connecting cities with your own
road network. If someone has
build all roads or the last coach
is displayed, you score - at the
end of the round - for empty
coach seats, gold nuggets and
pioneers in your biggest road
network.
Pioneers is a solid, well-working
and highly recommended family game which works well for all
numbers of players. It is clearly
above average, especially due
to the permanent interaction
due to roads and opponent
settlement option. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Gohrbandt, Günther
Artist: Heiko Günther
Price: ca. 52 Euro
Publisher: 2Tomatoes 2017
www.2tomatoes.com

BEWERTUNG
Worker placement, economy
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Rare topic * Streamlined
game with lots of depth *
Clean, rather minimalistic
design * Good rules * Lots
of strategy and interaction
Compares to:
Worker Placement games
Other editions:
2Tomatoes (es fr)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Emanuele Ornella
Artist: Markus Erdt
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2017
www.queen-games.com

BEWERTUNG
Logistics, transport
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very high-quality components * Well-structured
rules * Works well for all
numbers of players
Compares to:
Games on logistics and
transport
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

PUMMELEINHORN DAS KARTENSPIEL / RAPID CUPS t

PUMMELEINHORN DAS KARTENSPIEL

UNLIMITED FLUFFYNESS
Parties with Pummeleinhorn!
You host various parties and to
do so you collect the necessary
cards. The game features 70
Pummel cards - 20 each of blue
Nasch cards, green Glitzerkonfetti cards and pink Partyhut
cards. There are also two fluffy
friend action cards for each of
the three friends - Cookie, Zebrasus and Bisu - and four Pummelfee joker cards.

8

You are dealt eight of the wellshuffled Pummel cards in hand
and draw one each of three
party cards of varying difficulty
levels: To throw a Cookie-Nasch
Party, you need two Pairs and
a Triplet; to throw a a Feenstaub & Glitzer-Party, you need
a straight of seven cards of any
color and to throw a Magische
Karaoke-Party you need to collect a Quadruplet and a straight

RAPID CUPS

RAISE THE CUPS!

Stack your cups as fast as you
can! Following rules! 32 cups
show two of four possible colors - blue, pink, green or purple;
the cup itself has always another
color than the cup bottom. Cups
are dealt to players as stated:
Two players receive 16 cups
each, stacked in four stacks;
three players have ten cups
each, minimum two per color,
in five stacks, and four players

www.gamesjournal.at

8
have eight cups each - two per
color - in four stacks. In the standard game you stack cups of the
same color.
The color fortune wheel shows
- at the pressing of the button the starting colors for two stacks
left and right of the wheel; all
players try simultaneously to
get rid of their cups by stacking
them on those two stack. You
can only pick up the top cup in

of three cards of one color.
Multiples comprise cards of the
same value and of any color.
In your turn you draw a card
from the draw pile or the discard
pile and either throw a party or
discard a card. If you discard
one of the Pummelfreunde at
the end of your turn, you can
use his special action: Bisu - you
ask another player for a card of
a certain color or with a certain
value; if the player you asked
has one or several such cards,
he must hand you one of them.
You thank him by giving him
one of your cards. Zebrasus you discard two cards and draw
two new ones from the draw
pile. Cookie is placed in front of
another player, who must pass
his turn and - instead of it - puts
Cookie onto the discard pile.
You win, if you are first to throw
three different parties.
Set collecting at its most simple - the fun is in the topic. The
game is an easy one for families
with younger children or a simple filler game. þ

INFORMATION

one of your stacks and to put it
at one of the target stacks your
cup must have the same color as
the cup bottom showing on one
of the stacks next to the color
fortune wheel; you put your cup
on the suitable stack. If one of
your stacks is gone, you can split
another stack, but you can never have more stacks than at the
start of the game. If nobody can
stack, the wheel gives you new
colors if you press the button. If
you are out of cups, you win.
In the advanced version player
stacks can only hold one cup
of each color and to stack a cup
the bottom of the new cup must
have the same color as the top
cup in the target stack. You can
also decide to play in turn instead of simultaneously and if
you cannot stack, you pass your
turn.
Stress for fun! Greed cup on
green bottom! Quick! Ooh,
somebody else was faster! Simple, fun and a challenge to quick
spotting, memorizing your cup
colors and reacting! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Annette Ulmer
Artist: Stephanie Engel, Bluguy
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2017
www.kosmos.de

BEWERTUNG
Set collecting, cards
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
License-based game * Nice
filler game * Also good
for families with younger
children
Compares to:
Set collection games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

10+

Designer: License Seven Towns
Artist: Game Factory
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2018
www.games-factory-spiele.de

BEWERTUNG
reaction, stacking
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it cn fi
In-game text: no
Comments:
Familiar concept
Compares to:
All cup-stacking games
Other editions:
Broadway Toys (cn), Peliko/
Martinex (fi)
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PRESENTATION

u ROUND THE WORLD / SAUS UND BRAU’S

ROUND THE WORLD

FROM NAIROBI TO ASIA
We are travel agents and want
to assemble attractive round
trips. 120 cards show a starting
town and a destination continent, color coded by continents.
Depending on the number of
players, 60, 90 or 120 cards are
used; you take your 30 cards as a
face-down stack in hand. At the
start of a round, all players lay
out their top card. Afterwards,
all players play simultaneously

8

and draw the current top card
of their face-down stack to resolve one of the options, a card
must always be placed in direction of the arrow/plane: 1. Place
the card to begin a new trip. 2.
Expand one of your own trips you put the card at either end,
adjacent cases must have the
same color, and you pick up the
card at the other end of the row.
3. Expand the trip of another

SAUS UND BRAU’S

FIRST SHE BREEZES, THEN SHE BREWS!
Winnie the Whirling Witch whirls
across foliated forests and toad
ponds on the board and collects
ingredients for her potions, but
they are scattered helter-skelter
all over the board; however,
Winnie can only collect them
in a fly-by, if she has the right
spell available. Foldable witch
books are added to the board
face-down, two ingredients are
placed on each of the ingredient

28

5

slots, and Winnie is placed into
the middle hole of the board.
The active player pushes at Winnies broom with the wand - she
whirls. When she stops, she
„flies“, that is, the player moves
her into the direction, indicated
by the broom, to the next hole.
If she passes over an ingredient,
she stops at the hole; if not, she
keeps flying from hole to hole
until she passes over an ingre-
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player in the same way, add a
card to one end and pick up the
card at the other end. 4. You put
the card at the bottom of your
stack.
Whenever a trip comprises minimum three cards and showing
the same color at both ends,
for the first starting town and
the last destination continent, it
must be booked: You check for
correct color sequence and then
stack the row face-down on the
table. When a five-minute timer
has run down, you score your
booked trips - one point per
card, two points for a card with
a tourist attraction - minus remaining cards in un-booked
trips and in hand; after two
such rounds you win with most
points.
Sounds like a hectic game, but is
only a quick one, because in this
very attractive placement game
you must keep an eye on the
trips of other players to pick up
a card that you need for your on
trip at the right moment. Super
family fun! þ

INFORMATION

dient, but never the same lap
twice in a turn. To collect the
ingredient she passed, you must
fold over the correct witch book
to show the same ingredient. If
it shows the ingredient, you take
it from the board for your own
cauldron; if not, you relocate the
ingredient; a slot can carry maximum three of them. For Salamander or Snake, you must fold
over two books simultaneously
to show Snake or Salamander
twice. If you fail, you relocate
the ingredient and swap the
folded-over witch books. If you
are first to have five ingredients
in your cauldron - you can have
the same one more than once you win.
A really ingenious game, this
whirling witch! Nothing is really
new, but all has been enchantingly varied; instead of a spinner you have whirling Winnie,
instead of simple tiles you have
the fold-over spell books - a really marvelous version of the
standard memo mechanism. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: D. and D. Danzer
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

BEWERTUNG
Form and take rows
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive mechanism
* Fast, but not hectic *
Picking-up-card mechanism is very tactic * (c)
Image dionysosgames
Compares to:
Row forming, set collecting
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: T. Daum, V. Leitner
Artist: A. Besser, M. Holländer
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2018
www.zoch-verlag.com

BEWERTUNG
Memo, collecting
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchantingly varied
standard mechanisms *
Fantastic components *
Trains motor skills
Compares to:
Basically, all memo games
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

SCHINDERHANNES / SCHRECK UND WEG! t

SCHINDERHANNES

THE TRIAL

Schinderhannes was a real person, a criminal in the Taunus
region by the name of Johannes
Bückler, against whom at least
211 crimes from theft to murder
were proven. In the Schinderhannes game, players embody
residents of the Soonwald. In
the beat of Schinderhannes you
try to filter out information from
rumors, cards that is, that you
receive, and which assist you

10
in being able to correlate the
crimes committed by Schinderhannes with the 16 villages of
the area. For each elimination of
a false clue you receive bounty.
When all crimes have been explicitly assigned to a location,
the game ends and the winner
of the game is the player who
accrued most bounty.
The 3rd expansion for Schinderhannes, Der Strafprozess,

SCHRECK UND WEG!

FRIGHTENED MOUSE AND SCARED AWAY!
Animals in the game are easily
frightened and can be scared
away by other animals. Depending on the number of players
you get a target card for color
and type of animal or only color
or type. 32 animal cards are laid
out in an 8x4 grid. Tje Scare
rules:
Elephant->Dog->Cat>Mouse->Elephant. You select
an animal and scare one of the
orthogonally adjacent ones;

www.gamesjournal.at

8

it is frightened and runs away,
which means it is removed from
the grid; the scaring animal can
be moved into the gap. The gap
is then closed by shifting down
all cards on top of it. If a column
is empty or no animal can be
frightened anymore, you win
with most points from animals
remaining in the grid that fit
your target card(s).
In a team variant you play in

features the criminal proceedings against Schinderhannes in
fourteen puzzles, each of them
has a unique solution. Players
again rival for the assignment of
crimes to locations. Cards from
the core game provide information to solve the preset puzzles.
The game comprises five phases
- I. Select info cards in relation to
the number of players. II - Draft
four task cards. III. Take Info cards
- District and Group cards. IV.
Acquire information from other
players, you ask them for info
cards. V. State a suspicion - once
per turn, by placing a crime
marker with your own marker,
maximum three crime markers
are possible at a location.
When all players are done with
stating suspicions, you score for
correctly placed crime markers
with your marker and for solved
crimes = correct placements on
your task card.
Logic fun as one wants it to be,
even more interesting and thrilling due to the reference to real
historic events. þ

INFORMATION

teams of two players; one of
them has the color target card,
the other one the type card,
information cannot be exchanged, however. In the variant for up to eight players, you
either get a color or a type target
card and the game ends, when
two columns are empty. The Junior variant for up to eight players is played in the same way,
but ends when one column is
empty. In Solo variant I you want
- without target cards - scare all
animals but one off the table; to
make it more difficult, you can
draw a color and type card and
try to match the last animal to
it. In Solo variant II you want to
scare away as many animals as
you can while scoring the fewest possible points; you score for
animals remaining in the grid
and those corresponding to
your color and type target card.
Nice and simple, the sophistication comes from trying to give
the fewest possible openings
for frightening to other players
when shifting cards. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Stephan Riedel
Artist: Christian Opperer
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Clicker-Spiele 2017
www.clicker-spiele.net

BEWERTUNG
Logic, deduction
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Adaptation of Old Town *
Needs basic game to play
* Allocation of crimes to
locations, as in the core
game
Compares to:
Old Town, Schinderhannes basic
game
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Adrian Dinu
Artist: M. Markowska, A. Kopera
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publ.: Strawberry Studio / Asmodee 2018
www.asmodee.de

BEWERTUNG
remove + shift cards, collect
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very few rules * Many
variants * Nice family game
* (c) Image SergiNS
Compares to:
Set collecting
Other editions:
Strawberry Studio (en), Fox Games
(pl)
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PRESENTATION

u SOCKEN ZOCKEN / SOWAS FRAGT MAN NICHT!

SOCKEN ZOCKEN

ACTIVE KIDS

Sock monsters are active again
and muddle up the socks in
the laundry baskets. Players impersonate those monsters and
want to be first to put all their
socks into the baskets. There are
20 socks in five colors, each sock
features a specially shaped gaps.
Socks are sorted by gap shape,
and four baskets are distributed
around the room. In the basket
a colored sock is depicted. The

5
closed game box is placed in the
middle of the room.
Players take their socks in hand
and stand next to a basket. On a
signal of “Socken zocken” all run
as fast as they can to another
laundry basket and look at the
color of the sock in it. Then you
run to the basket of this color,
but put one of your socks into
the basket before running on.
Your sock determines the target

SOWAS FRAGT MAN NICHT!

SIMPLE OR SIMPLY AWKWARD?
To answer or to refuse to answer
and pass - you have to select the
right moment for passing up on
answering, because if you refuse
to answer too often, you incur a
penalty. 110 cards each carry
one easy and one awkward
question, e.g. Have you once
tried to acquire another person’s
password? as an easy question,
and In what kind of situation
have you been ashamed of your

30

16

partner? as an awkward question. Another card example:
Have you already at one time
tried to contact an acquaintance
via the internet, using a fake identity? and Have you ever had the
wish to change your gender?.
For a game, all players decide
together which category to use
and then decide on the penalty for the loser; it should not
be a run-of-the-mill one, be a
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basket for the next player arriving. If sock and basket happen
to have the same color, you can
choose any basket for your next
target basket; if you find a gray
sock on top in the basket, you
must run back to your previous
basket. If several players arrive
at the same basket, they place
their socks in the order of their
arrival. If you are out of socks
first and are first to place your
hand on the game box in the
middle of the room, you win.
In the Clothes Peg Variant, you
put the clothes peg on one of
the baskets and all players agree
on an action; if you arrive at a
basket you do the action and
then put a sock into the basket;
when you run on, you take the
peg with you and put it on your
target basket.
This is a nice addition to the
range of Socken zocken games
and a very good movement and
agility games, that is also well
suited to being played outside.
þ

INFORMATION

bit creative! Then, every player
takes two chips of a color. The
current active player reads a
question in the chosen category
to his neighbor, who decides
to answer or to pass. If you answer, nothing happens, you are
allowed to lie, by the way, the
questioned player becomes the
next active player; if you pass,
you discard one of your chips. If
you pass for the third time, you
have no chip anymore and have
lost the game and must resolve
the previously selected penalty.
Well, the mechanics are wellknown and have been used in
many party and communications games. However, that
kind of games is always very
well liked and in demand, especially with young adults, and,
fortunately, there are enough
curious, indiscreet and awkward
questions that can be printed
on the cards. If you like those
kind of games, you will have fun
with this one, too - despite and
also because one should not be
asking such questions. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Designers, Schacht
Artist: Martina Leykamm
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2017
www.haba.de

BEWERTUNG
Movement in a room,
shedding
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty components * Good
for indoors and outdoors
* Simple rules * Promotes
agility
Compares to:
Socken zocken for topic, agility
games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

16+

TIME:

20+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2018
www.noris-spiele.de

BEWERTUNG
Communication, party
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard mechanisms *
Indiscreet questions for
adults * Nice party games
for fans of the genre
Compares to:
Privacy and all other question/answer games for adults
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

STAND UP, SIT DOWN! / TEAM WORDZ t

STAND UP, SIT DOWN!

NOT FOR BENCH WARMERS!
You want to stay in play over
several rounds and receive chips
by clever guessing or selecting
or even knowing of answers.
A game round comprises card
after card until only one player
is left in play; one player acts
as game master and reads the
statements on the cards.
330 statement / quiz cards offer two options on a subjection
posed as a question: Rise, if you

8

believe that Neil Armstrong was
the first man on the moon; Sit
down or remain seated if you believe, that Buzz Aldrin was first.
The correct option is marked.
All players have a few moments
to consider the options, then
the game master gives a countdown, 3-2-1-go! As, in the first
round, all players are seated,
those now stand up who believe Neil Armstrong to be the

TEAM WORDZ

WHO HAS THE BIGGEST VOCABULARY?
In teams of two players you look
for two words for the same category. The box bottom is used
for a scoring track. Category
cards are shuffled, and teams
take turns, all in all you play five
rounds in case of three teams,
four with four teams and three
when five teams are playing.
The active teams draws six category cards from stock and
lays them out between the two

www.gamesjournal.at

players; both partners take their
scoring tiles of values 1, 2 and
3 and alternate to place them
face-down - without conferring
- on the category cards. Then,
one player rolls all twelve letterdice and the other turns over
the timer. Now, the team has 60
seconds to find a suitable word
for each category that begins
with one of the letters on the
dice. If you know a word, you

correct answer to the statement
above, the ones selecting Buzz
Aldrin remain seated. All must
react simultaneously to the
command, you cannot wait to
see what others do, or else you
will be warned or are ousted.
Then the game master gives the
correct answer.
If you are wrong, you are out of
the round. The others keep their
position and the next question
is read, and so on, question by
question, until only one player is
left in play; he receives a token
and is game master for the next
round. If nobody reacts correctly, the round ends without
chip, the game master changes
and begins a new round. If you
are first to collect three tokens,
you win.
For an alternative game end,
you can play until all 24 tokens
have been awarded; in this case
you win with most tokens.
Standard as regards to questions, a cute, innovative and fun
idea, however, as regards to answering/scoring, providing lots
of family fun! þ

INFORMATION

take the die and put it on your
side of the corresponding category card. Each word can only
be used once, even if the letter
is visible several times on the
dice. The other teams control
the validity of the words. Dice
that were placed cannot be relocated, and of course you cannot suggest words to your team
partner. When the time has run
out, you move the team pawn
for the points on scoring tiles on
those category cards that have
two dice on them. Categories
are vary varied - three-syllable
letters, magazines and newspapers, computer games, women’s clothes, car brands, historic
events and so on and so on and there three copies each for
four different dice, a*c*d*g*e*p,
b*i*k*t*u*v, f*h*n*o*s*z and
e*l*m*r*r*w.
Varied, challenging and a fantastic addition to the genre;
however, the game works best
when the information level of
players is similar, therefore it is
of limited interest for families. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

3-10

8+

TIME:

35+

Designer: L. C. Games
Artist: WIR Grafik
Price: ca. 24 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.piatnik.com

BEWERTUNG
Quiz with movement
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard questions * Innovative answer mechanism
* Enlivened by answer
mechanism
Compares to:
Quiz game with answer
options
Super family fun
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-10

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: C. E. Lanzavecchia
Artist: Götz Rohloff
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2017
www.moses-verlag.de

BEWERTUNG
Word finding
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very varied categories *
“difficult” letters like Q”, X
or Y are missing * More difficult in case of big player
age differences
Compares to:
All word finding games using letter
dice
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u TEXAS SHOWDOWN / TIC TAC MOO

TEXAS SHOWDOWN

TRICKING INSTEAD OF A SHOOT-OUT
Texas Showdown is a trick-taking game where the aim of the
game is to avoid taking tricks;
you take a trick if you play the
strongest card of the round. 60
cards in 8 colors have values
0-74 - Black/Colts 0-10, Red/
Boots 11-20, Blue/Hats - 21-29,
Brown/Horseshoe 31-38, Green/
Cacti 41-47, Yellow/Stars 5156, Purple/Wheels 61-65 und
Grey/Skulls 71-74. Each card

is marked with the number of
cards in its color and the rank of
the card within the color.
All cards - in a game of three
without Colts and Skulls - are
shuffled and dealt evenly to all
players and for a trick everybody plays one card in turn. IF
you have the 0 in hand, you lead
for the first trick of the round, in
a game of three players with the
11. All others in turn play one

TIC TAC MOO

DEPUTY FARMER

Players represent deputies of a
farmer and rival for best animal
husbandry. The board shows a
grid of 6x6 squares, divided into
four pastures of 3x3 squares;
two pastures for a player, of the
same color, are adjacent to each
other diagonally over a corner.
On the four sides of the 6x6 grid,
there are four green squares
each, representing neutral
meadows. Each player has a set

32

8
of 24 animals, face-down; four
starting animals are handed out
randomly face down, two per
player, and then players alternate to place them openly on
one of their pastures.
From his face-down stock of
animals, each player draws two
and puts them openly on the
two farmhand spots next to his
pasture and then draws another
that he puts open-faced on his
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card of a color that is already on
the table; if you cannot do that,
you can play any card. If you
played the highest card in the
color that has most cards in the
trick, you win the trick and lead
for the next one; but if there
is a tie in colors for most cards
in the trick, the winner is who
played the absolutely highest
card within those colors. If you
win the trick with the highest
card of the color, you choose
who leads the next one, you can
select yourself. Tricks you win
are stacked separately and facedown. When all tricks are played,
each trick is worth one point.
If someone reaches 15/12/10
points in case of 3-4/5/6 players,
you win with fewest points!
A basically standard mechanism
- avoiding taking tricks - was varied here very attractively and innovatively; but you need a good
memory for cards and some experience in trick-taking games is
an advantage. þ

INFORMATION

barn.
In your turn, you must place the
animals on the farmhand spots
onto the board; either on one of
your pastures or an opponent’s
pasture or on a neutral meadow, but you must always place
them adjacent to an animal of
that type that is showing on
the animal tile in the barn. Thus,
you always know which animals
a player can place where in his
next turn.
Tic Tac Moo can be won in two
ways: 1. You fill one of your pastures with nine animals, consisting of one pair per animal type
plus any one animal. 2. You are
first to collect a herd of twelve
animals: you collect animals by
forming rows of three identical animals, orthogonally or
diagonally; if you achieve this,
you leave the last tile placed for
this on the board and collect
the other two tiles in the row for
your herd.
A very pretty, nice, challenging
and tricky version of Tic Tac Toe,
with open information on the
next move of your opponent! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Mark Major
Artist: Klemens Franz
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2018
www.amigo-spiele.de

BEWERTUNG
Trick-taking, trick-avoiding
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard principle nicely
varied * Very beautiful
design * Card memory is an
advantage
Compares to:
Trick-taking card games
with avoiding tricks
Other editions:
The Game Crafter (en)

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Jay Cormier, S. Lim
Artist: Marek Bláha
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2018
www.hutter-trade.com

BEWERTUNG
Row formation, area filling
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty components * Nice
family game * Open information on the opponent’s
move
Compares to:
Tic Tac Toe
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

TIPTOI / WAS IST WAS t

TIPTOI

RÄTSELSPASS AUF DEM BAUERNHOF
Farm animals have escaped
again and Farmer Tom needs
help to get them back on the
pastures, assisted by players
solving logic puzzles.
The board is set out, the tractor
of Farmer Tom starts on a randomly selected slot. You have a
pasture board and - depending
on the number of players - 4-5
animal tiles; the audio file for
the game is uploaded to the

3

Tiptoi Pen. All players register
themselves with the game via
their board by touching it with
the pen. Then you select the
level of difficulty, again with
the pen. The pen then names
the active player and a case on
the game board. You move the
tractor to this case and touch
the case with the pen. Now the
pen poses a puzzle task in the
guise of the animal depicted

WAS IST WAS

DAS GROSSE QUIZ

Another „big“ quiz game in the
range of WAS IST WAS quizzes,
a successor to the 2015 edition,
featuring questions in five categories. Each player has his individual player board with slots
for tasks - either on categories
or type of question or optionally
category or type of question.
Categories are Round the World,
Wonders of Nature, Culture and
Sport, Through the Ages and

www.gamesjournal.at

8
Simply Ingenious; types of questions are ABC - you select one
of three answers, True or False
needing a yes/no answer and
Assessing - you select one of five
number blocks, e.g. 30-79. Numbers in answers are rounded up.
In turn, players are quiz master
and select category and type of
question - both must be different from those in the previous
round. You read the question,

on the case. The tasks demand
spotting, assigning, comparing
and combining of information
given on the game board. If you
solve the task posed by the pen,
you may put one of your animal
tiles onto your pasture. If you
then touch the animal tile, the
animal introduces itself briefly.
The pen also provides animal
sounds and funny animal songs.
If you touch the info sign on the
game board, you can trigger additional information for parents.
If you have all your animals on
your pasture board and solve
a final puzzle task, you win at
the end of the round. IF several
players manage this within the
same round, there can be multiple winners.
As for all tiptoi games, this one
merits high praise, too - for the
fun to play the game, for the
information content for both
children and parents, the easy
handling and the two levels of
difficulty. The pen and all its options will be a welcome addition
to any nursery. þ

INFORMATION

give an answer yourself and
then the solution. When the
question and maybe answer options are read, all mark the answer on their disk. If you answer
correctly, you get a points chip
and put it on a free, suitable slot
on your board. If you cannot fill
a slot anymore, you get a Joker
chip, if still available. Such a chip
can be used to look at another
player’s answer and change
your own or to change the quiz
master’s selection of category or
type of question or shift a chip
on your board to another slot. If
you have filled all slots on your
board, you win.
For a longer game you can use
the additional boards; for a
game with children there are
suggestions for distributing
boards and jokers at the start of
the game.
A new edition of the game, but
without App, featuring changed
rules and a nice scoring mechanism using the individual task
selection as well as an interesting selection of questions. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

3-4

TIME:

20+

Designer: I. and M. Brand
Artist: Gabriela Silveira
Price: ca. 24 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

BEWERTUNG
Information, logic
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Simple handling * Additional parent information
* Good puzzles * Lots of
information for players
Compares to:
All tiptoi editions
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not named
Artist: Fiore GmbH, Bluguy
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2018
www.kosmos.de

BEWERTUNG
Quiz
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New edition without app,
new questions, slightly
different rules * Good
selection of Questions *
Variants
Compares to:
All quiz games with answer options
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u WATSON & HOLMES / WAU WAU

WATSON & HOLMES

COMPETITIVE DEDUCTION
13 cases from the diaries of Dr.
Watson - you want to be the first
to solve them.
For a game, you select a case,
introduction, questions for solution and case-specific special
rules are announced, and you
receive a character card.
A round comprises a Visiting
phase and Investigation phase.
In the Visiting phase you walk
to a location or use a carriage to

go there by placing Carriage Tokens (CT); if the location is taken,
you can top the number of CTs
there to oust the other player.
Locations with a Police Token
can be visited by discarding a
Lockpick or Call Off Token. There
are also three special moves in
the visiting phase: Before or after moving, you can discard four
CTs and take the Watson card;
it is played in the Investigation

WAU WAU

FLOPPY DOG EARS ON YOUR OWN EARS
Floppy Ears Mau Mau, played
with cards in the shape of Floppy Dogs Ears. 36 Floppy Ears
come in four colors - red, green,
blue and yellow - and each of
the seven cards in a color features a different symbol - paw,
heart, clover leaf, flower, ball,
bone or star; eight Ear cards are
joker cards for any of the colors
and without a symbol.
The Ear cards are shuffled face-
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down and each player is dealt
five Ear cards, which he takes
up in hand; the rest is facedown draw pile. Each player
then selects two Ear cards from
his hand and puts them over
his Ears, memorizing color and
symbol of each Ear card on their
ears.
The top Ear card from the draw
pile is turned up. Then, in turn,
you discard one of your Ear
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phase to force a player to reveal
the content of his location card.
If you go to Carriage Stop, you
take three CTs instead of a location card. In 221 B Baker Street
you try to solve the case. After
the first failed solution attempt,
the Holmes Card becomes available, you can use it with three
CTs to see failed solutions of a
player or check your own. In a
game, you can once either use
the special ability of a character
or receive three CTs.
In the Investigation phase, you
read your location card, make
notes and put it back. If you go
to 221 B Baker Street, you write
down your answers and win
with the correct ones. If not, you
are out of the game.
A fantastic, thrilling and challenging game with lots of atmosphere and beautiful components; cases are extremely well
structured and the competition
for location rises with the number of players. Absolutely recommendable! þ

INFORMATION

cards that corresponds to the
color or the symbol of the previous card on the stack; an ear
from one of your ears always
takes precedence for discarding;
your fellow players will control
you and announce a mistake
with Stop Ear! If you made a
mistake or have no suitable Ear
card in hand or on your ears, you
draw an ear. An ear discarded
from an ear is replaced with one
from the stack. IF you discard a
joker Ear, you announce a color
for the next Ear card. The last
but one and the last ear must
be announced with Woof and
Woof Woof, respectively. If you
forget that, you draw a card and
put it on your ear. If you are first
to discard the second ear from
your ears and call Woof Woof,
you win.
Simple and cute fun! The rules of
Mau Mau are known, you only
need to explain the rules with
player ears; the Ear cards are
easy to handle and the symbols
clearly recognizable for the controlling players. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-7

AGE:

12+

TIME:

75+

Designer: Jesús Torres Castro
Artist: Pascal Quidault und Team
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publ.: Space Cowboys / Asmodee 2018
www.asmodee.de

BEWERTUNG
Detection, deduction
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it kr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very atmospheric * Cases
are very well structured *
A case cannot be replayed
with the same group
Compares to:
All deduction games with
hidden information
Other editions:
Asterion (it), Hobby Japan (jp),
Ludonova (es), Space Cowboys (en,
fr), Summon Games (kr),

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Gil Druckman & Team
Artist: Gabriela Silveira
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2017
www.haba.de

BEWERTUNG
Shed and remember cards
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute, fun Mau Mau version
* Simple additional rules
* Good, handy components
Compares to:
All other Mau Mau games
Other editions:
Currently none
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ZACK ZACK / ZAHLENPIRATEN t

ZACK ZACK

THE WORLD’S FASTEST WORD GAME
Find word quickly, but they
must fit the conditions set by
dice! The game features two
Imperative dice with black consonants, one die showing green
numbers for the number of syllables in the valid word - 3, 4 or
5, and one Restriction die showing red vowels - a, i, o and u.
Category cards show show two
categories each, one in red and
one in yellow.

8

25 category cards are stacked
face-down, and players decide on a category color for the
game. For a round, the top card
is revealed, and you roll the dice
according to the category color,
for instance one Imperative die
and the syllable die for the categories In the forest or A profession. This sets the conditions for
the valid word of the round; in
this example, it must contain at

ZAHLENPIRATEN

ZORAJA ON A NUMBER HUNT
Pirate Zoraja must prove to the
pirate boss, by knowledge of
numbers and finding of the
number treasure, that she is
able to captain a ship. Players assist her with five different tasks;
they use sets of ten cards, numbered 1 to 10.
Number duel - For a round, both
players simultaneously turn up
the top card of their face-down
stack; the higher card wins the

www.gamesjournal.at
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round and takes both cards; two
identical cards go out of play;
you win with most cards.
Die counting - Both card sets are
laid out in ascending rows. You
roll and either turn over the card
showing the die result or put
Zoraja on the card and roll again
to move her on and to be able
to turn over one of the cards 7
to 10. If Zoraja passes 10, the
turn ends. Whoever turns over

least once the letter on the Imperative die and must have the
number of syllables indicated
by the green number. There is
now rule for vowels in this example. If the Restriction dice
must be rolled, the valid word
cannot contain the indicated
vowel. Basically, there are the
combinations two Imperative
dice + Restriction die, two Imperative dice or one Imperative
die + Restriction die. There are
also additional res - you cannot
use plural; no part of the category term can appear in the
word and the word must fit the
category well.
If you know a word, you slap the
card and take it if your word is
valid. If it is not valid, you must
discard one of your previously
won cards, it goes back underneath the stack. When all 25
cards have been played and
won, you win the game with
most cards.
Really fast, very nice, success,
however, depends on your vocabulary and reaction speed! þ

INFORMATION

all their cards first, wins.
Pirate destinations - Zoraja starts
on slot one of the number track.
One card from the shuffled,
face-down deck is turned up,
Zoraja moves towards 10 accordingly; the active player
says “again” or “stop”. In case of
stop, the number is marked. If
Zoraja passes 10, the round is
lost. Whoever gets nearer to 10,
receives a card from the second
stack for a point. You win with
most won cards.
Quick at calculating - Both players have their card set in hand;
a task is revealed - the active
player calculates and displays
the card with the result from his
hand; for assistance, Zoraja can
be moved accordingly on the
number track. Includes a variant
for winning the round by fastest
finding of the solution.
Compact package, compact
rules and few components - an
attractive game, albeit with a
very cliché topic - a female pirate must prove her worth to a
male boss! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Michael Schacht
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2018
www.noris-spiele.de

BEWERTUNG
Dice for word forming
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice mechanism * Difficult
with differing vocabularies
of players * Can be mitigated by house rules
Compares to:
Word dice games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

5+

TIME:

10+

Designer: I. Storch, M. Nikisch
Artist: Tobias Dahmen
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2017
www.haba.de

BEWERTUNG
Sorting numbers
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Adult supervision necessary * Compact game * Good
mechanisms * Cliché topic
Compares to:
Educational games on
numbers
Other editions:
Currently none
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GALLERY

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON GAMES

BRAIN BOX LET’S LEARN ENGLISH
Publisher: The Green Board Game Co. / Carletto

DAS GROSSE JAHRESZEITENSPIEL

8

Publisher: Noris Spiele

EXIT - DAS SPIEL DAS MYSTERIÖSE MUSEUM

6

Publisher: Kosmos
Designers: Inka and Markus Brand

10

Aim of the game is to win the maximum possible number of
cards within the pre-set time of 10 minutes. You look at the image on the front of the card while the timer runs, then you hand
on the card, roll a die and your neighbor asks the corresponding
question on the back of the card. If your answer is correct, you
receive the card. In the Solo version you look at the image while
the timer runs, turn over the card and answer all questions. If all
answers are correct, you keep the card. Many theme boxes available, this one features vocabulary in German and English.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A journey along the seasons; you play as a team and share
information on events during the year. 109 season cards show
events and one easy and one difficult questions, answers are on
the back. For a game, you set out 20 randomly selected cards.
The active player decides on an easy or difficult question, rolls
the corresponding die and advances Lilly. If you can answer the
question - others can assist - the card goes out of play; if not, it
is put back under the stack. When Lilly passes the exclamation
mark, a new year begins. When the stack of 20 cards is empty
before ten years have passed, all win together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Live Escape Games – A group is imprisoned in a room and must
escape within 60 minutes, by searching for clues or solving
puzzles, e.g. codes for locks. Depending on the topic you need to
solve other tasks like finding a missing person, traps or various
support items like an antidote formula. You have a decoder disc,
a book and an image of a room with items with symbols. In the
course of the game you might have to fold, paint or destroy
components of the game, so each copy can only be played
once. In Das mysteriöse Museum, players visit the Santa Maria
exhibition in Florence, but the door locks and leaves them with a
curious machine. Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Educational memo game for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Quiz game on annual seasons for 1-4 players, ages 5+

Live Escape Game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

KINDER ROMMÉ BAUERNHOFTIERE
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele
Designer: Nicola Riehemann

MUNSTAGRAM

5

SMASH UP: SCHAFE

Publisher: Self-published / Cartamundi 2017
Designer: David Esbrí

Publisher: Pegasus Spiele
Designer: Paul Peterson

Langland animals featured in a children’s version of Rummy. 60
animal cards show front, middle and end part of animals. You are
dealt six cards from the shuffled deck; one card is laid out. In turn
you draw a card from the deck or the discard row and, if possible, lay out an animal consisting of minimum front and back
end; one or more middle parts can be added. Or, if you have
an animal laid out and a middle part in hand, you can add this
to the animal. If you cannot or want not to lay out, you pass. To
complete your turn, you discard one card to the row. If you are
out of cards, you win. Includes two versions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

With their „camera“, players want to catch as many curious
monsters as possible, who are wandering around town. You use
deck building mechanisms to use cards in hand and markers to
acquire cards from a display; there are four action menu cards
where you place markers to resolve a card action. Instant cards
can be resolved at any time for free, even during your opponent‘s turn. Caught monsters go to your memory pile and score
points at the end, as do cards in hand and in your own draw pile
and discard pile. Essen 2017, promo for Cartamundi’s „Make my
Game“ platform. Barcelona Edition.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Simple goal: control the world by destroying bases with your
own creatures from your two factions. At the start you activate
and resolve abilities; then you play creature, action or both and
check the bases for destruction and scoring; after that you draw
cards and activate turn-end abilities. Bases are scored, if the total
value of all played creatures equals or tops the destroying value
of the base. Whoever is first to acquire 15 victory points, wins.
Schafe features a new faction, Sheep - featuring 20 cards and
two basis cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Deck building game for 2 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Smash Up! for 2-4 players, ages 12+

STORY CUBES

Publisher: The Creativity
Designer: Rory O‘Connor

UNGEZIFFER

6

Publisher: Haba
Designer: Kristin Mückel

VUDU

6

Publisher: HUCH! 2018
Designers: Francesco Giovo, Marco Valtriani

10

EXPLORE, RAMPAGE & STRANGE - Three expansions for Story
Cubes, each one featuring three dice with six different images
on each die, but all in correlation with the topic. You roll all dice
- in combination with the core game or other expansions - and
choose any die to start with. You continue the story and must
use all dice images, but in the sequence of your choice.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Tiles show varying numbers of creepy-crawlies and are laid out
face-down. As active player, you roll two dice - one with values
1 to 6, the other 0 to 3 - and add the results. Then you turn over
tiles one by one and add the number of creepy-crawlies on
them. If you turn up a Zero, you can continue. When the sum of
creepy-crawlies equals the sum of the dice results, you take all
tiles involved, also a Zero, and stop turning over tiles. If you reveal too many creepy-crawlies, you must turn down all revealed
tiles again. When only four tiles are left, you win with most tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Powerful curses, nasty ingredients, obscure magic! You start with
a Curse card; in your turn, you roll dice for ingredients as often
as you want, but must always set aside one. The result is used
for action, also the same more than once - Draw Curse card or
artifact - Use artifact - Cast curse with ingredient dice; the victim
must resolve effects. Then you hand on Vudu. If you reach the
skull on the scoring track you draw a permanent curse and must
adhere to it; breaking it gives penalty points. When you break a
curse and the player who cast it notices it he scores the value of
the curse. 11 points earn you victory. New edition
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it nl pl pt uk * In-game text: yes

Three expansions for Story Cubes for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Calculation memo for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Dice game for 3-6 players, ages 10+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action
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Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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